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Recent Economic Developments  

• On 23 September, the European Commission adopted the seventh Enhanced Surveillance Report for 
Greece. The report assessed that in spite of the adverse circumstances caused by the pandemic, Greece 
has progressed well with the implementation of its reform commitments. 

• So far, there have been 18,475 reported cases and 391 deaths from the Covid-19 in Greece. The authorities 
imposed a national lockdown on March 23 in an attempt to contain the spread of the virus. Lockdown 
measures have been gradually relaxed since May 4. From 1 July, Greece has opened up to foreign tourism. 
However, a surge in reported cases since early August has induced the government to impose stricter 
measures of social distancing.  

• The ESI slightly declined in September to 89.5 (from 90.7 in August). Business expectations deteriorated in 
the manufacturing, retail trade and construction sectors, but improved in the services sector. Consumer 
confidence continued on a downward path (-41, from -36 in August and down by 36 points from its peak in 
February).  

• The PMI manufacturing index stabilised at 50.0 in September (from 49.4 in August), thereby ending a six-
month sequence of contraction in the manufacturing sector. The output index posted above the crucial 
50.0 neutral mark (50.1) for the first time since February. Although new orders remained in contractionary 
territory, the fall in total and external sales softened notably. Firms also increased workforce numbers at 
the fastest rate since February (50.9). Nonetheless, business confidence slightly receded amid covid-19 
uncertainty. 

• Retail sales fell by 3.1% y-o-y in July for the fifth consecutive month (from -3.8% y-o-y in June). In the 
January-July period, retail sales declined by 4.1% y-o-y (cf. -0.9% in the respective period of 2019). 

• Based on BoG residential property data, in 2020:Q2, nominal apartment prices for the country as a whole 
increased by 4.1% y-o-y (0.4%, q-o-q), whilst in 2019 the average annual increase in apartment prices was 
7.2%, up from 1.8% in 2018. 

• In January –July 2020, the current account deficit reached €7.9 bn, up by €5.2 bn, mainly due to the 
contraction in the travel services surplus (by €6.8 bn), while the goods balance improved as imports 
dropped more than exports at current prices. In July 2020, the transfer to the Greek State of income 
earned on ANFA/SMP holdings and the reduction of the step-up margin had a positive contribution of €748 
mn to the current account balance.  

• In August 2020, bank deposits of the non-financial private sector increased by €0.5 bn to stand at €148.2 bn. 
Bank credit to the non-financial private sector rose by 2.0% y-o-y mainly reflecting increased corporate 
credit provision. Bank lending rates increased both for non-financial corporations (to 3.2%) and for 
households (to 4.9%). 

• Greek government bond yields recorded minor changes; Greek corporate bond yields rose following a 
similar development in high-yield EA corporate bonds; finally, share prices of Greek listed companies fell, 
driven by banks, nonetheless industrial shares posted a positive return. 

• In January-August 2020, the state budget recorded a deficit of 5.4% of GDP (final data), compared to a 
deficit of 0.8% of GDP during the same period last year. The primary outcome underperformed the period 
target by €6.6 bn due to the effect of the pandemic. Specifically, the state budget recorded lower tax 
revenue (€3.6 bn), non receipt of €0.3 bn relating to the Hellinikon project, higher tax refunds (€0.5 bn) and 
higher primary expenditure (around €4.2 bn – mainly in public investment and transfers). By contrast, non 
tax revenue overperformed the period target by €1.7 bn due to the receipt of €748 mn in the context of the 
medium term debt relief measures as well as higher public investment revenue (€1.3 bn). 
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SUMMARY OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTS AND OUTLOOK 

• Economic adjustment during the sovereign debt crisis eliminated fiscal deficits, reduced considerably 
the current account imbalance and increased the flexibility of the economy: 
 The primary fiscal balance as a percentage of GDP improved by about 14 pp. The 2019 primary fiscal 

outcome (enhanced surveillance definition) came in at 3.5% of GDP, in line with the target. For 2020 the 
3.5% of GDP target is not expected to be met due to the measures taken to address the pandemic. Since the 
Stability and Growth Pact allows flexibility under extraordinary circumstances, a shortfall will not constitute a 
breach of target. 

 The current account deficit as a percentage of GDP fell by around 9 pp between 2010 and 2014. 
 Greece has benefited significantly from improved cost competitiveness. In part, this development 

reflects the effect of structural reforms making the labour market more flexible. The cumulative loss in labour 
cost competitiveness between 2000 and 2009 has been recovered. Improvements in price competitiveness 
are also evident and faster increases in the prices of tradeables relative to nontradeables have been 
providing incentives for producers to move into tradeable sectors where net profit margins are three times 
higher compared to non-tradeables, supporting the rebalancing of the economy. 

 As a result, openness has improved substantially. Exports of goods and services excluding the shipping 
sector have increased by 67% in real terms since their trough in 2009, outperforming euro area exports as a 
whole. The share of total exports in GDP increased from 19% in 2009 to 37.2% in 2019 and market shares 
have increased by 11% since 2015. 

• The Greek economy had been on a growth path since 2017, but the COVID-19 pandemic interrupted the 
recovery. Following real GDP growth of 1.9% in 2019 and buoyant activity in the first two months of 2020, 
measures to contain the pandemic since mid-March weighed heavily on growth which came in at -7.9% y-o-y in 
2020:H1 mainly due to the sharp fall in output in Q2 (-15.2% y-o-y). 

• Real GDP fell by 15.2% in 2020:Q2 in line with euro area outcome (-15.0% y-o-y); the recession was led by the 
fall in private consumption and exports of services (-11.6% and -49.4% y-o-y, respectively), with exports of goods 
and gross fixed capital formation also declining by 15.4% and 10.3% y-o-y, respectively; by contrast, the fall in 
imports of goods and services had a positive contribution to growth (6.1 pp). 

• According to BoP data, real exports of goods increased by 2.5% y-o-y in the first seven months of 2020. Net 
receipts from travel and transportation services fell by 89.9% and 27.5%, respectively. 

• Industrial Production, following its expansion for four consecutive years driven largely by increasing exports, 
turned negative in 2019 (-0.8%) in line with a slowdown in euro area industrial production growth (Chart 11). 
Industrial production remained in negative territory in the January-July 2020 period (-3.8% y-o-y) affected by the 
restrictions imposed since mid-March. 

• Employment had been growing at healthy rates since mid-2014. The rebound was largely driven by higher job-
market flexibility due to past structural reforms and, in 2017-2019, improved economic activity. The labour market 
recovery, however, has been interrupted by the Covid-19 pandemic. 

• Over the past seven years, the private sector had been creating on average well over 100,000 net new jobs 
per year. However, between March and May 2020 net inflows dropped sharply due to the lockdown measures, 
as hotels and restaurants remained closed and firms did not proceed with new hirings. Net employment flows 
turned positive in June-August period, but they are 170,000 jobs short of 2019. In addition, firings in the first eight 
months of 2020 were lower than in the corresponding period of 2019, due to “no-firing” clauses of government 
support measures to companies. 

• Inflation in 2020 will be shaped by low crude oil prices, the carry-over impact of indirect tax cuts in 2019, 
negative base effects and the downward effect of the latest measures to counter covid-19. More generally, 
inflation will depend on how the negative demand and supply shocks interact going forward. 

• In the housing market, prices have started to recover: In 2018 apartment prices increased on average by 
1.8% and further rose by 7.2% in 2019 and 5.4% in 2020:H1. 

• Soft data indicated a fall in economic activity in 2020:Q2 amidst covid-19 pandemic; thereafter, economic 
sentiment remained depressed, while pmi suggested a V-shape recovery in manufacturing. 
 The ESI fell in 2020:Q2 amidst the outburst of the pandemic and has remained downbeat since then. 
 Manufacturing PMI plunged to a historical low in April, but since May data have pointed to a V-shape 

recovery; September data suggested a stabilisation in the manufacturing sector, thereby ending a six-month 
sequence of contraction. 

• Financial indicators in 2019 improved remarkably, amid an environment of benign market sentiment and 
expectations for further monetary easing; Greek government and corporate bond yields decreased to historically 
low levels and stock prices increased to multi-year highs. The positive developments have largely continued into 
2020, with small periods of turbulence receding after the interventions of major central banks and governments of 
major economies. 

• Looking forward, according to the Bank of Greece baseline scenario, real GDP is projected to decline by 7.5% 
in 2020, while according to the adverse scenario, it is expected to decline by 9.4%. On a positive note, the 
precautionary measures already taken by the Greek authorities to contain the disease, the fiscal measures taken 
to support the economy and the policy actions by the European institutions covering fiscal, financial and structural 
policies are expected to dampen the negative effects of coronavirus on growth and contribute to recovery. 

• The one-off fiscal measures legislated by the government to deal with the implications of the coronavirus 
comprise: 
 Deferral of tax obligations and social security contributions for eligible businesses and professionals 

severely affected by the pandemic, combined with a 25% discount for timely settlement. 
 Lower VAT in specific tourism-related industries. 
 Lower prepayment of corporate income tax. 
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 Cash benefits to employees and self-employed in affected industries. 
 Additional benefit for healthcare personnel. 
 Increased spending on public health. 
 Sector-specific subsidies, including interest relief on existing business loans. 
 Extended support for those in unemployment. 
 PIT discounts for reduced rent income and for timely settlement on income tax obligations. 
 Concessional state loans to affected businesses. 
 State guarantees for business loans. 

Total fiscal measures amount to around €15.6 bn, or 9.1% of GDP (including liquidity measures without leverage). 
• On April 9, the Eurogroup reached agreement on a package worth €540 bn. The following initiatives were 

approved: (i) EIB to create a pan-European guarantee fund of €25 bn, which could support €200 bn of financing 
for companies with a focus on SMEs; (ii) ESM to establish a Pandemic Crisis Support for domestic financing of 
direct and indirect healthcare, cure and prevention related costs due to the COVID 19 crisis (up to 2% of the 
respective Member’s GDP as of end-2019); (iii) establishment of SURE, a temporary loan-based instrument to 
protect employment providing financial assistance of up to €100 bn in total, building on the EU budget as much 
as possible, while ensuring sufficient capacity for Balance of Payments support, and on guarantees provided by 
Member States to the EU budget. 

• On 21 July, the European Council agreed on a €750 bn recovery package under Next Generation EU (NGEU), 
of which €390 bn will be provided in grants and €360 bn in loans, to help the EU tackle the crisis caused by the 
pandemic. Alongside the specific recovery effort, EU leaders also agreed on the long-term Multiannual Financial 
Framework (MFF) for 2021-2027, which will be worth €1074.3 bn. Among other goals, the budget will support 
investment in digital and green transitions. 

• Greece is entitled to receive more than €70 bn of EU funds over the next seven-years. Nearly half of these 
funds (€32 bn) are related to the EU Recovery Plan (NGEU). The rest is structural funds from the EU budget 
2021-2027. 
 EU funds amount to €10 bn per annum over the next seven years, which is equivalent to 5.5% of GDP per 

annum. The net effect on Greek GDP is related to the new funding, i.e. the €32 bn of the EU Recovery Plan. 
 According to current information, the allocation of the €32 bn will be about 60% in grants and 40% in loans.  
 According to BoG preliminary estimates, the EU Recovery Plan could lead to a significant acceleration of 

GDP growth over the period 2021-2026.  
 Since these funds will largely finance investment, we expect an impact on potential growth too.  

• The new measures taken by the ECB will ensure that liquidity will not dry up in the banking system. These 
measures are complemented by the loosening of the supervisory framework announced by the SSM and EBA. 
The inclusion of Greek government bonds in the Pandemic Emergency Purchase Programme of the ECB and the 
easing of collateral standards applied to Eurosystem refinancing operations, including a reintroduction of a waiver 
for Greek government bonds, allow the loose monetary stance in the euro area to be transmitted more effectively 
to the real economy. 

• Short-term policy challenges include: 
 Maintaining credit provision to the real economy. To this end, the measures taken both by the government 

and ECB (and other EC institutions) go in this direction. 
 Implement a package of fiscal measures which support the economy whilst having the smallest possible 

impact on debt sustainability. 
 Restarting the economy against the background of continuing cases of the virus. 

• Post programme surveillance framework: The Greek authorities have committed to complete key structural 
reforms initiated under the ESM programme relating not only to fiscal outcomes but also to the areas of social 
welfare, financial stability, labour and product markets, privatizations and public administration. According to the 
seventh Enhanced Surveillance Report issued on 23 September 2020, these reforms are on track. 

• Public debt sustainability has improved in the light of the June 2018 measures agreed by the Eurogroup. 
Contingent on compliance with the terms of the enhanced post-programme surveillance, it was also agreed to 
restore eligible ANFA and SMP profits to Greece in equal bi-annual installments and to waive the step-up interest 
margin on loans of the 2nd programme related to debt buy-back. The agreed debt relief measures considerably 
improve debt sustainability in the medium term, but risks remain elevated beyond the early 2030s. The Eurogroup 
will review at the end of the EFSF grace period in 2032, whether additional debt relief measures are needed. 
According to the European Commission debt sustainability analysis (May 2020), overall, notwithstanding risks, 
the Greek debt position remains sustainable over the medium-term, also given important mitigating factors 
including the debt profile and the sizeable cash buffer. 

• Economic policy challenges over the medium to long term:  
 Reducing the high stock of non-performing loans (NPLs), which impairs banks’ lending capacity and 

delays the recovery of investment and economic activity. 
 Narrowing the large investment gap, in part by mobilizing funds of the forthcoming European Recovery 

Fund, creating numerous and well-paid high-skilled, full-time jobs. 
 Tackle unemployment caused by covid-19 pandemic, especially once supporting measures are withdrawn. 
 Stepping up the pace of the privatisation and reforms programme and continue to improve the 

management of state assets in order to attract foreign direct investment (FDI), as domestic savings are 
insufficient to meet the investment needs of the Greek economy.  

 Address public debt overhang as a result of the measures taken to address the pandemic. 
 Change of the fiscal mix: High taxes and social security contributions reduce private savings and provide 

disincentives to work and invest, increasing informality and lowering long-term economic growth. 
 Accelerate the rebalancing of the economy towards a new growth model: rebalancing of the Greek 

economy is on-going. Implemented and ongoing structural reforms have improved the long-term growth 
outlook. Policy should continue to put further emphasis on improving non-price competitiveness. 
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LAST TWO WEEKS’ NEWS AND DATA RELEASES (21 September – 02 October2020) 

Real Economy 

• 23/09/2020: the bill which introduces a Code of Digital Governance (transposition of directives 
EU/2016/2102 and EU/2019/1024) and a Code of Electronic Communications (transposition of 
directive EU/2018/1972), after being voted into law, was published in the Government Gazette as Law 
4727. 

• 24/09/2020: BoG released indices of residential property prices for 2020:Q2. 
• 28/09/2020: A bill with urgent provisions to deal with damages caused by the Mediterranean cyclone 

“Ianos” as well as with further measures to deal with the continuing effects of the pandemic, which 
was submitted to Parliament on 23 September, was voted into law. 

• 29/09/2020: The government submitted to Parliament a bill which includes (a) amendments to the 
Code of Greek Citizenship in order to increase transparency and speed in the procedure and deal with 
phenomena of corruption and clientelism, (b) organizational changes in the General Secretariat for 
Citizenship and the General Secretariat of Public Sector Human Resources, (c) provisions to foster 
the development prospects of local government entities and improve their operation. 

• 29/09/2020: European Commission released ESI for September 2020. 
• 29/09/2020: ELSTAT released Services Producer Price Indices for 2020:Q2. 
• 30/09/2020: ELSTAT released Household Budget Survey results for 2019. 
• 30/09/2020: ELSTAT released Producer Price Index in Industry for August 2020. 
• 30/09/2020: ELSTAT released Turnover Index in Retail Trade for July 2020. 
• 01/10/2020: Markit Economics released PMI data for September 2020. 

External Sector  

• 21/09/2020: BoG released BOP data for July 2020. 
• 22/09/2020: BoG released travel services data for July 2020. 

Fiscal 

• 25/09/2020: MoF, state budget execution for January-August 2020 (final data). 

Monetary & Financial 

• 25/09/2020: ECB released data on monetary developments in the euro area for August 2020. 
• 01/10/2020: ECB released data on MFI interest rate statistics in the euro area for August 2020. 

 
NEXT THREE WEEKS’ NEWS AND DATA RELEASES (05 – 23 October 2020) 

Real Economy 

• 08/10/2020: ELSTAT releases Labour Force Survey results for July 2020. 
• 09/10/2020: ELSTAT releases HICP for September 2020. 
• 09/10/2020: ELSTAT releases Industrial Production Index for August 2020. 
• 09/10/2020: ELSTAT releases Issuing of Motor Vehicle Licences for September 2020. 
• 12/10/2020: ELSTAT releases Building Activity Survey for July 2020. 
• 14/10/2020: ELSTAT releases Import Price Index in Industry for August 2020. 
• 16/10/2020: ELSTAT releases the Evolution of Turnover of Enterprises under Suspension of 

Operation due to the Pandemic of the Corona Virus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) for August 2020. 
• 16/10/2020: ELSTAT releases Annual National Accounts (provisional data) for 2019. 
• 20/10/2020: ELSTAT releases Turnover Index in Industry for August 2020. 
• 20/10/2020: ELSTAT releases the Evolution of Turnover of Enterprises under Suspension of 

Operation due to the Pandemic of the Corona Virus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) in “Accommodation & 
Food Services Section” for August 2020. 

• 23/10/2020: ELSTAT releases Quarterly Non-Financial Accounts of Institutional Sectors for 2020:Q2. 

External Sector  

• 07/10/2020: ELSTAT releases data on merchandise trade for August 2020 
• 21/10/2020: BoG releases BOP data for August 2020. 
• 22/10/2020: BoG releases travel services data for August 2020. 
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Fiscal 

• 05/10/2020: MoF,Draft Budget 2021. 
• 05/10/2020: MoF, general government cash data for January-August 2020. 
• 15/10/2020: MoF, state budget execution for January-September 2020 (preliminary data). 
• 22/10/2020: ELSTAT, Fiscal Data 2016-2019 (2nd notification). 
• 23/10/2020: ELSTAT, quarterly non-financial accounts for the general government for 2020:Q2. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION  

1. OUTPUT, DEMAND AND CONJUNCTURAL INDICATORS  

Medium-term trends and outlook 

• Medium-term trends: Following stagnation in 2015-2016, economic activity moved into positive 
territory in 2017 (1.5%) and further expanded in 2018 and 2019 (1.9%). Economic growth in 2019 was 
mainly driven by the growth of exports of goods and in particular of services. However, the escalation 
of the COVID-19 pandemic and the imposition of lockdown measures interrupted Greece’s recovery 
leading to a decline in real GDP by 7.9% in 2020:H1.  

• Looking forward, according to the Bank of Greece baseline scenario, real GDP is projected to 
decline by 7.5% in 2020, while according to the adverse scenario, it is expected to decline by 9.4% . 
On a positive note, the precautionary measures already taken by the Greek authorities to contain the 
disease, the fiscal measures taken to support the economy and the policy actions by the European 
institutions covering fiscal, financial and structural policies are expected to dampen the negative 
effects of coronavirus on growth and contribute to a strong recovery of economic activity in 2021 in the 
range of 5% to 6%.  

• Risks to the projection: there are downside risks related to a resurgence of the pandemic, an 
increase in NPLs as a result of the recession, a poor absorption rate of “Next Generation EU” funds 
and a “cliff effect” if supporting measures are withdrawn prematurely. On the positive side, there are 
upside risks related to a faster than expected implementation of structural reforms which will induce a 
faster absorption of “Next Generation EU” funds, and to a faster-than-expected finding of an effective 
treatment or vaccine for the coronavirus. 

Short-term developments 

• Real GDP in 2020:Q2 sharply declined by 15.2% y-o-y (-14.0% q-o-q) reflecting the impact of the 
COVID-19 pandemic and the restrictions that were put in place. The drivers of the recession were the 
sharp drop in exports of goods and services (-32.1% y-o-y), with exports of services making the 
largest negative contribution (-7.9 pp), as well as the fall in private consumption  
(-11.6% y-o-y), government consumption (-3.2% y-o-y) and gross fixed capital formation (-10.3% y-o-
y). The fall in imports of goods and services had a positive contribution to growth (+6.1 pp). 

• Nominal (real) disposable income of households and non-profit institutions serving 
households (Chart 5) declined by 0.4% y-o-y (-1.0% y-o-y) in 2020:Q1 reflecting the impact of 
COVID-19 pandemic mainly from mid-March 2020 onwards, when restrictions were put into place. The 
decline in disposable income can be attributed to the negative contribution of operating surplus/mixed 
income, which is largely self-employed income, (-1.5 pp) and taxes on income and wealth (-0.4 pp). 
By contrast, compensation of employees, property income and net social transfers contributed 
positively (0.8, 0.4 and 0.3 pp, respectively).  

• Economic sentiment (ESI) slightly declined to 89.5 in September 2020 (from 90.7 in August and 
down by 23.7 points from its peak in February, see Chart 8) due to deteriorating business 
expectations in the manufacturing, retail trade and construction sectors and the decline in consumer 
confidence which has remained on a downward path since the outburst of the pandemic; by contrast, 
expectations improved in the services sector.  

• The Employment Expectations Index (EEI) of the European Commission marginally declined in 
September to 105.3 (from 105.6 in August) reflecting a deterioration in employment plans in 
construction and retail trade sectors.  

• Retail sales volume fell by 3.1% y-o-y in July (from -3.8% y-o-y in June) for the fifth consecutive 
month, while retail sales excluding fuel declined by 0.8% y-o-y. The decline in the general index can 
be attributed to the fall in the automotive fuel (-9.5% y-o-y) and “food sector” sub-index (-5.0% y-o-y). 
By contrast the sub-indices “clothing & footwear”, “furniture - electrical and household equipment” and 
“books, stationery & other goods” increased by 2.6%, 12.8% and 5.1% y-o-y, respectively.  

• New private passenger car registrations declined by 24.9% y-o-y in August 2020 (from -17.0% in 
July) and by 31.9% y-o-y in the January-August period.  

• On the supply side, the manufacturing PMI showed positive signs of recovery in September 
stabilising at 50.0 (from 49.4 in August), thereby ending a six-month sequence of contraction. Output 
broadly stabilised (50.1, from 49.5) amid a slower decline in new orders (48.0, from 46.9). Firms also 
increased their employment at the fastest pace since February (50.9, from 50.5). Nonetheless, 
uncertainty due to the pandemic crept back into business confidence (55.8, from 58.6), as concerns 
regarding a dip in demand for transportation and tourism weighed on optimism.  

• Manufacturing production stabilised (0.0% y-o-y in July 2020 cf. -0.6% y-o-y in June) following the 
sharp fall in April and May due to the impact of the covid-19 pandemic. This can be largely attributed 
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to the rise in “repair and installation of machinery and equipment” (32.2% y-o-y), “fabricated metal 
products, except machinery and equipment” (10.2% y-o-y), “basic pharmaceutical products and 
pharmaceutical preparations” (5.4% y-o-y) and “tobacco products” (17.3% y-o-y). By contrast, the fall 
in “food” (-7.2% y-o-y), “beverages” (-4.9% y-o-y) and “wearing apparel” (-28.9% y-o-y) weighed on 
manufacturing production growth.  

• Industrial production also stabilised (-0.2% y-o-y in July cf. -4.6% in June), an improvement 
compared to the sharp fall in production in the previous three months. This can be attributed to the 
rise in mining and quarrying production (+5.0% y-o-y), the stabilisation of manufacturing production 
(+0.04% y-o-y) and the increase in water supply (+0.8% y-o-y). By contrast, electricity production fell 
by 1.7% y-o-y.  

• The volume of building permits issued increased by 11.5% y-o-y in June 2020 largely reflecting a 
rise of 14.2% in building activity in the Attica region. Building activity increased by 21.5% y-o-y in 
2020:H1.  

• The share of services in total gross value added stabilised at 78.2% in 2019, higher than the 2001-
2008 average (74.2%). A trend visible since 2012 is the increase in the share of tradable services 
related to tourism. Sectors related to tourism are estimated to have increased their share in gross 
value added from 10.8% in 2012 to 12.6% in 2017. 

• Output in the service sector (as measured by gross value added) decreased by 14.1% y-o-y in 
2020:Q2 mainly due to the negative performance of “Trade, hotels and restaurants, transport and 
communication” (-35.6%). Over the same period, turnover indices declined in telecommunications  
(-4% y-o-y), legal & accounting services (-10.6%), architectural & engineering activities (-2.9%), 
accommodation & food service activities (-84.6%), travel agencies (-94%), motor trade (-35% y-o-y) 
and wholesale trade (-21%). In the transport sector, turnover indices declined in air transport (-84.8% 
y-o-y), in land and water transport (-29.7% and -38.6%, respectively). 

• Tourist arrivals in July 2020 decreased by 85.4% y-o-y due to the Covid-19 pandemic and its impact 
on travel (-80.1% in the period January-July 2020). In August 2020, international arrivals at Greek 
airports decreased by 58.1% y-o-y (-74.3% y-o-y in the period January-August 2020), while those at 
Athens International Airport decreased by 66.2% y-o-y (-68.4% y-o-y in the period January-August 
2020).  

• Travel receipts in July 2020 decreased by 83.8% y-o-y and by 86.2% y-o-y in the period January-July 
2020. 

2. PRIVATISATIONS AND STRUCTURAL REFORMS  

Medium-term trends and outlook 

• The Privatization and Investment Fund, officially called the Hellenic Corporation of Assets and 
Participations, was established in 2016 to manage valuable Greek assets and state assets in several 
public corporations and maximize their value through privatisations and other means. The 
implementation of the revised Asset Development Plan of the HRADF (as last revised on 9 
September 2020) is the keystone for the privatisation strategy. It includes 23 on-going projects, with 
some of them at an advanced stage (DEPA Infrastructure, DEPA Commercial, Hellinikon, Alimos 
marina and Afantou in Rhodes). However, due to the Covid-19 pandemic, most of the projects have 
fallen behind schedule and their privatisation will be initiated in 2021. 

• According to the State Budget 2020, public revenues from privatisations amounted to €498.3 mn in 
2016, €1,378.7 mn in 2017 and €1,027.1 mn for 2018. The realisation for 2019 was €1,215.7 mn 
almost exclusively due to the extension of the concession agreement of the AIA (€1,131.6 mn). The 
forecast for 2020 is €2,445.8 mn, mainly due to the sale of a 30% stake in AIA, the sale of a 65% 
stake in Public Gas Company (DEPA) and the first instalment of €300 mn for the Hellinikon project. 
However, due to the Covid-19 pandemic, the realisation of these privatisations is postponed to 2021. 
In addition, some public organisations sold their participation in subsidiaries to foreign investors (e.g. 
the National Bank of Greece sold 67% of shares of Astir Palace Vouliagmeni in 2016, PPC sold 24% 
of shares of ADMIE in June 2017, DEPA sold 51% of shares of Zenith (Thessaloniki - Thessaly Gas 
Supply Company) in July 2018). Even though the proceeds of these privatisations are not included in 
the State Budget, the investment required and the stimulation of competition are expected to boost 
further economic growth. 

• During 2010-2018, as part of the programme commitments, a large number of structural reforms 
were legally enacted and implemented in a wide range of markets and institutions. Reforms in the 
labour market have brought employment protection legislation in line with average EU practices and 
created the framework for a decentralized wage setting system. Progress in product market reforms 
and in improving the business environment, including reforms in the public administration and justice, 
has overall been slower.  
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• The possibility to extend sectoral/occupational collective agreements and the favourability principle 
were reinstated in August 2018 under the condition that they cover at least 51% of the workforce in 
the respective sector/occupation. To-date, the extension of sectoral agreements has had a limited 
impact on average wage costs. 

• As part of the post-programme commitments, a number of structural reforms initiated under the ESM 
programme are expected to be completed by 2022, including the completion of the three-year action 
plan on justice, the cadastral and forest mapping and of the National Gateway for the codification and 
reform of Greek legislation, as well as the full launch of the electricity Target model and full 
implementation of the investment licensing reform. Overall, progress with the implementation of these 
commitments has been mixed, notably with respect to the electricity market reforms.  

• Aside post-programme commitments, recent reform initiatives aiming to support investment include: (i) 
The establishment of the Hellenic Development Bank and a revised framework for supporting strategic 
investments that aims to address earlier implementation challenges (L. 4608/2019). (ii) A new 
Development Law to promote a more business-friendly environment and attract new investment with 
interventions spanning different policy areas (L.4635/2019). These inter alia include horizontal and 
targeted measures to reduce business start-up costs, the National Programme for Simplification of 
Procedures and the Bureaucracy Observatory to address red-tape, digitalization of judicial procedures 
and the Unified Map encompassing all geospatial data. Regarding labour market reforms, the law 
introduces opt-out clauses in higher-level collective agreements (under certain conditions) and 
increases the difficulty to unilaterally recourse to arbitration in collective bargaining, thereby enhancing 
wage setting flexibility.  

Short-term developments 

• The submission date for the expression of interest for the acquisition of a majority stake in the ports of 
Alexandroupolis, Kavala and Igoumenitsa was extended.. 

• L. 4685/2020 (05/05/2020) modernizes the environmental framework with measures inter alia aiming 
to: (i) speed up and simplify environmental licensing for new and existing investment projects, 
including by the harmonization of the framework for renewable energy sources with the respective EU 
Directive (2018/2001); (ii) redefine and clarify land uses in protected areas and forests. 

• L. 4692/2020 (12/06/2020) aims to upgrade the public education system through a comprehensive 
reform of primary and secondary education that notably involves an increase in teaching of foreign 
languages, the development of IT related skills and the expansion of model schools, including the 
teacher training and the internal and external evaluation of model school units. Selected provisions for 
tertiary education are also included, inter alia permitting bachelor level degrees in foreign languages 
and joint and dual degrees and courses between Greek and foreign universities. 

• According to the seventh Enhanced Surveillance Report (23/09/2020) Greece marked significant 
progress on a number of reforms, despite the delays and disruptions caused by the pandemic, notably 
including advances on digital governance and the finalization of the draft bill on the insolvency 
framework. Good progress is also acknowledged with regards to investment licensing, the Target 
model, as well as vocational training reforms. Nonetheless, the pandemic had a negative impact on 
the pace of reform implementation in important areas, such as the cadastre project, the clearance of 
the household insolvency backlog, as well as privatizations.  

• L. 4727/2020 (22/09/2020) regulates digital governance. The new law foresees using ICT for the re-
organization of public administration procedures with the aim of lifting regulatory obstacles for citizens 
and business, improving their efficiency and transparency and reducing operating costs. It inter alia 
establishes: (i) a unique identification number for the transactions of the citizens with the public; (ii) the 
electronic sharing of documents across public entities; (iii) a registry covering all public administrative 
procedures; (iv) the framework for 5G network development and funding. The law also envisages the 
upgrade and expansion of services provided through the portal www.gov.gr.  

3. LABOUR MARKET AND COSTS 

Medium-term trends and outlook 

• Employment decreased by 0.9% in 2020:H1 (cf. 2.5% in 2019:H1), as the positive trend of the 
previous years was interrupted by the COVID-19 pandemic and the lockdown measures; the 
unemployment rate however declined on a yearly basis to 16.5% (cf. 18.1% in 2019:H1) as flows of 
unemployed out of the labour force increased. The long-term unemployed increased to 68.4% of the 
total unemployed. 

• Dependent employment flows in the private sector (Ministry of Labour ERGANI information 
system) deteriorated in the first eight months of 2020, as the net cumulative balance was positive by 
115,647 new jobs, much lower than in the corresponding period of 2019 (positive by 284,886 new 
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jobs). New hirings, especially in the tourist sector, were postponed or were not realized at all. By 
contrast, the support measures announced by the Government mitigated the negative consequences 
of the lockdown and dismissals were restrained. The share of part-time and intermittent jobs 
amounted to 49.3% of new hirings, marginally lower compared to the corresponding period of 2019 
(52.7%). 

• According to national accounts data (ESA 2010), compensation of employees decreased by 2.7% y-
o-y in 2020:H1 (compared to an increase of 5.5% y-o-y in 2019:H1), as a large number of employees 
and self-employed were working at firms whose operations were suspended during the lockdown 
period and were remunerated from the Special Purpose Compensation. As the number of employees 
declined by 0.6%, compensation per employee decreased by 2.0% in 2020:H1, compared to an 
increase of 1.3% in 2019:H1. 

• The ELSTAT Index of Wages for the total economy (excluding agriculture and private households, 
nsa, non working-day-adjusted) increased by 3.5% in 2020:H1 (cf. 1.1% in 2019:H1). 

• The distribution of labour earnings in 2019 for those working under private-law contracts (ERGANI 
annual report) shows a decline in the share of the workers earning a gross wage of below €800 per 
month (48.0% compared to 51.4% in 2018). In particular, 20.5% of workers earned less than €500 in 
2019, while 3.3% earned between €500 and €600 per month and 24.2% earned between €600 and 
€800 per month. 

• Labour productivity declined by 7.2% in 2020:H1 (2019:H1: -0.3%). 
• Unit Labour Costs (ULC) economy-wide increased by 5.6% in 2020:H1 (cf. 1.7% in 2019:H1, Chart 

22). 
• Firm-level collective agreements have gained pace compared to sectoral/occupational-level 

agreements, following the change in the institutional framework in late 2011. In the 2012-2014 period, 
1,671 such agreements were signed. Thereafter, new agreements were signed, the majority of which 
concerned wage freezes or wage decreases. In 2019, 192 new firm-level agreements were signed 
(covering 103,850 employees); only 39 agreements provided for wage increases, nine provided for a 
decrease and the rest referred to no wage changes. 

• According to Ministry of Finance cash figures, outlays for the remuneration of employees in the 
general government (incl. social security contributions) rose by 3.2% in 2019. 

• The statutory minimum wage rate has been increased by 11% and the sub-minimum wage rate 
for workers aged under 25 has been abolished in February 2019. The abolition of the sub-
minimum wage rate implies a de facto increase of about 20%. According to BoG estimates, the 
increase in the minimum wage is expected to affect at least 21.5% of private-sector employees, of 
which 3.3% are sub-minimum wage earners. The incidence of the minimum wage is higher among 
younger employees, micro and small firms and flexible forms of employment. Minimum wage earners 
are largely concentrated in firms operating in non-tradable sectors, notably retail trade and food 
services, as well as administrative and supportive services. The procedure for adjusting the new 
statutory minimum wage will be postponed for 7 months to February 2021. 

• Active Labour Market Policies (ALMPs) aimed at jobless households and young individuals rely on 
EU funds and include: employment subsidies (including entrepreneurship subsidies), programmes 
supporting work experience and/or training, and employment opportunities in public sector entities. 
Among most recent programmes, a programme aimed at unemployed who live in Western Macedonia 
was introduced in November 2019 and a new programme for maintaining jobs at hotels operating in 
winter season was introduced in December 2019. 

Short-term developments 

• LFS quarterly data show a decrease in employment by 2.8% y-o-y in 2020:Q2 (compared to an 
increase of 2.5% in 2019:Q2). The unemployment rate declined slightly to 16.7% in 2020:Q2, 
compared to 16.9% in 2019:Q2, as flows of unemployed out of the labour force increased. Part-time 
employment increased slightly to 9.2% of aggregate employment compared to 9.1% in 2019:Q2. 
Dependent employment decreased by 3.2% y-o-y in 2020:Q2 (compared to an increase of 5.0% y-o-y 
in 2019:Q2), while self-employment decreased by 2.0% y-o-y (compared to a decrease of 1.4% y-o-y 
in 2019:Q2). The share of long-term unemployment decreased to 66.2% compared to 70.9% in 
2019:Q2. 

• LFS monthly data point to a decrease of 4.4% y-o-y in employment in June 2020 compared to an 
increase of 1.8% y-o-y in June 2019. The (sa) unemployment rate in June 2020 increased to 18.3% 
(compared to 17.1% in June 2019), the first y-o-y increase since February 2014, as employment 
growth was negative for the fourth consecutive month. 

• Dependent employment flows in the private sector (ERGANI data) for August 2020 were positive 
by 4,342 jobs (compared to an increase of 3,111 jobs in August 2019). Both hirings and dismissals 
were lower than in August 2019. The share of part-time and intermittent jobs amounted to 48.8% of 
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new hirings, much lower than in August 2019 (56.9%). 
• The number of registered unemployed (OAED data) increased in August 2020 by 16.7% y-o-y, due 

to an increase in the number of short-term unemployed by 22.4% y-o-y, and in the number of long-
term unemployed by 11.9% y-o-y. On a monthly basis, the number of those receiving unemployment 
benefits (14.2% of the registered unemployed) decreased by 4,519 individuals. 

• Compensation of employees decreased by 7.6% y-o-y in 2020:Q2 (compared to an increase by 
6.3% y-o-y in 2019:Q2) according to nsa figures. As the number of employees decreased by 3.5% y-
o-y (ESA 2010) compared to an increase of 4.2% y-o-y in 2019:Q2, compensation per employee 
declined by 4.2% y-o-y (+2.0% y-o-y in 2019:Q2). 

• Labour productivity (nsa) decreased by 12.2% y-o-y in 2020:Q2 (+0.6% y-o-y in 2019:Q2) as real 
GDP decreased by 15.3% y-o-y, while total employment (ESA 2010) decreased by only 3.4%. 

• Unit Labour Costs (ULC) economy-wide increased by 9.2% y-o-y in 2020:Q2 (cf. 1.4% y-o-y in 
2019:Q2). 

• The ELSTAT Index of Wages for the total economy (excluding agriculture and private households, 
nsa, non-working day adjusted) increased by 5.3% y-o-y in 2020:Q2 (cf. 1.6% y-o-y in 2019:Q2). 

• Information from ERGANI points to 97 new firm-level agreements signed in January- August 2020 
(covering 69,322 employees); 27 provided for an increase, three for a decrease and the remainder for 
no wage changes.  

• According to Ministry of Finance cash figures (3 September 2020), outlays for the remuneration of 
employees in the general government (incl. social security contributions) rose by 3.9% y-o-y in 
January-July 2020.  

• Impact of the Covid-19 pandemic in the labour market: The imposition of lockdown on certain 
firms as a precautionary measure against the expansion of Covid-19 is causing a reduction in 
employment, either through dismissals or non-recruitment. Employment in the tourist sector is 
particularly affected (-20.4 % y-o-y in 2020:Q2).   

• The Ministry of Labour has taken various measures to support businesses and workers during Covid-
19. Companies can benefit from various measures provided they do not dismiss any workers. These 
measures include: Special Purpose Compensation; suspension of insurance, tax liabilities and use of 
exceptional financial support tools. Other measures to support the labour market include: reduction in 
the insurance contributions of self-employed in case of payment on the scheduled date; extension of 
unemployment benefits; option of teleworking; relaxation of the conditions under which seasonally 
employed workers are entitled to unemployment benefits; the Employment Enhancement Mechanism 
"SYN-ERGASIA" where the state reimburses 60% of the employee's lost income in the case that the 
employer reduces hours not more than 50%. 

• In the context of the continuing employment support, new measures were announced to be 
implemented in the autumn, which include: extension of the furloughed workers scheme and the SYN-
ERGASIA programme; extension of unemployment benefits; financial support for professionals 
working in the arts and culture (including tour guides); extension until the end of 2020 of teleworking (a 
new framework-law is expected in October 2020 concerning teleworking, which would clarify the rights 
and obligations of both workers and firms); introduction of a new framework for special leave for 
parents of children suffering from coronavirus, as well as special care for workers entering quarantine. 
Moreover, a programme subsidizing employer’s social security contributions for a period of six months 
is designed to support 100,000 new jobs in the private sector. 

4. PRICES 

Medium-term trends and outlook 

• HICP inflation came in at 0.5% in 2019, from 0.8% in 2018, largely as a consequence of decreases in 
indirect taxation and lower crude oil prices.  

• The GDP deflator declined by 0.3% in 2019.  
• Looking forward, the economic measures aimed to halt the spread of covid-19 in conjunction with 

the sharp downturn of crude oil prices has altered the inflation profile for 2020 which is now 
anticipated to be considerably lower than the rate registered in 2019 and in negative territory. 

• Real estate market: During 2019 the real estate market attracted enhanced investor interest for both 
housing and commercial properties. Based on BoG residential data from credit institutions, apartment 
prices in 2019 increased by 7.2%, up from 1.8% in 2018. In the first half of 2020, nominal apartment 
prices increased by 5.4% y-o-y (Chart 26). Based on BoG commercial property data, in 2019, prime 
office prices increased by 4.2% whereas prime retail prices increased by 7.0%. In 2019, office rents 
increased by 2.6% and retail rents increased by 1.3% (Charts 27 and 28). However, recent 
developments related to the pandemic and the uncertainty about the broader implications for the 
domestic and global economy, create new conditions with a potential impact on the real estate market.  
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Short-term developments 

• HICP headline inflation declined further to -2.3% y-o-y in August 2020 from -2.1% y-o-y in July. This 
is attributed to processed food (0.9% from 1.0%), non-energy industrial goods (-0.8% from -0.3%), 
energy (-12.8% from -12.6%) and services (-2.9% from -2.8%). 

• Core inflation (HICP excluding energy and unprocessed food) also declined further to -1.8% y-o-y 
in August 2020 from -1.6% y-o-y in July as a result of downward developments in all its three 
components. 

• The GDP deflator decreased by 2.0% y-o-y in 2020:Q2 reflecting a decline in investment goods and 
export prices.  

• Industrial producer prices (PPI) negative inflation decelerated to -4.1% y-o-y in August 2020 from  
-5.3% y-o-y in July. This development is mainly attributed to the energy component (-8.1% from  
-10.6%). In the non-domestic market the negative annual rate of change also slowed to -14.3% y-o-y 
in August 2020, from -16.0% y-o-y in July. 

• Imports prices deflation (based on the Import Price Index in Industry) decelerated slightly to -11.1% 
y-o-y in July 2020 from -11.4% y-o-y in June, as a result of developments in the energy component  
(-28.1% from -29.2%), in intermediate goods (-2.0% from -2.3%) and in non-durable consumer goods 
(0.0% from -0.2%).[Note: The Import Price Index measures price changes in items imported by the 
industrial sector, including capital and investment goods used in the production process as well as 
final consumer goods]. 

• Real estate market: Based on BoG residential property data, in 2020:Q2 nominal apartment prices 
increased by 4.1% y-o-y, although, on a quarterly basis, apartment prices increased marginally by 
0.4% compared with 2020:Q1 (provisional data). In 2020:Q2, investment in construction for residential 
property (at constant prices) increased by 34.5%, although it remained at a low level (1.2% of GDP).  

5. EXTERNAL BALANCES, COMPETITIVENESS 

Medium-term trends and outlook 

• In 2019, the current account deficit declined almost by half and reached €2.6 bn (1.4% of GDP), as a 
result, mainly, of rising receipts from travel and transportation services, which together with the 
substantial improvement in the primary and secondary income accounts (reflecting, to a great extent, 
the transfer of income earned on SMP/ANFA holdings and the reimbursement of the step-up interest 
rate margin) overcompensated for the rise in the goods balance deficit. Exports of goods growth 
slowed mainly as a result of the drop in both the price and the volume of fuel exports, while non-fuel 
exports continued growing (by 5.0% at constant prices).  

• Between 2009:Q4 and the end of 2020:Q1, Greek exports of goods have increased by 75% in 
real terms (EA 42%, Chart 31), while receipts from services increased by only 30% (EA: 63%, Chart 
32), mainly due to the performance of the receipts from the shipping sector. Excluding shipping, 
receipts from services rose by 44% in real terms (Chart 32). Overall, Greek exports of goods and 
services, excluding shipping, increased by 65% in real terms (EA 47%, Chart 30). Total imports of 
goods and services declined by 26% in real terms from their historical peak in 2008.  

• In 2020:Q2, however, Greek exports of goods and services dropped by 31% y-o-y (EA: -22.4%) in real 
terms, mainly due to the decline in travel receipts by 98% y-o-y, in real terms, as a result of the 
lockdown measures. Specifically, Greek exports of goods and services declined by 3% and 54% y-o-
y, respectively (EA exports of goods and services declined by 20% and 26%, respectively, in real 
terms).  

• In January-July 2020 the current account balance recorded a deficit of €7.9 bn, up by €5.2 mn y-o-
y, mainly as the result of the considerable contraction in the services surplus largely attributed to the 
decline in the net travel and transportation receipts. This was partially offset by the €2.6 bn decline in 
the goods balance deficit due to imports falling at a faster pace than exports.  

• Looking forward, the shrinking of external demand, due to the Covid-19 spread, will put a temporary 
break to the upward trend of exports of goods and services. However, the decline of domestic demand 
(consumption and investment) will push down imports as well. In addition, the drop in international oil 
prices is expected to result in an improvement of the negative oil balance, making a positive 
contribution to the current account. Travel and – to a lesser degree - transportation services will be 
severely affected. As regards travel receipts, the speed of their recovery depends to a great extent on 
the improvement in sentiment with respect to travel, while a possible relapse of the pandemic, after 
the reopening of the tourism sectors, may cause a severe set back on arrivals and the relevant 
receipts. At the same time, the measures taken by the European institutions (Next Generation EU-
NGEU) will increase inflows in the primary and secondary income accounts.  
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• EU funds: Receipts from EU Structural and Investment Funds have been declining over the last 
few years. In 2020, the procedure of reallocation of funds between structural funds and improvements 
in processes accelerated absorption above EU average. The funding that Greece will receive as 
support measures to deal with the consequences of COVID-19 will concern loans that are recorded in 
the financial account and grants that are recorded in the primary and secondary income account. 
Receipts for farmers’ subsidies remain largely unchanged at around €2.5 bn per year. 

• Greece remains first among the EU countries, in relation to triggered investment as a percentage of 
GDP, with €2.9 bn approved financing by the EIB group (data as of June 2020), which is expected to 
trigger €13.9 bn of investment involving infrastructure and innovation projects as well as projects for 
SMEs. 

• Total funds of European Commission (EC) Multiannual Financial Framework (MFF) 2021-2027 and 
NGEU programmes will add up to €1.8 tn broken down to grants and loans and focus on major EU 
policies, such as the European Green Deal, digital revolution and economic resilience in order to 
preserve the health of the citizens, prevent the collapse of the economy and mitigate the socio-
economic damage. MFF programme expenditures include total commitments of €1.07 tn and 
revenues include the introduction of new own resources initiating a national contribution calculated on 
the weight of non-recycled plastic packaging waste, a carbon border adjustment mechanism and a 
digital levy, a revised ETS scheme extending it to aviation and maritime and a financial transaction 
tax. Within NGEU the EC will borrow up to €750 bn, in 2018 prices, from the capital markets until 2026 
and support its Member States in the form of loans totaling €360 bn, with repayment until 2058, and in 
the form of grants amounting to €390 bn, solely for mastering the consequences of COVID-19 (for 
current prices there will be an automatic annual technical adjustment for inflation of a fixed deflator of 
2%). 

• Greece is expected to receive in total approximately €70 bn over 2021-2027, comprising an estimated 
€38 bn from the MFF and €32 bn from the NGEU, of which €19.3 bn in grants and €12.7 bn in loans 
(constant 2018 prices). From these, the Recovery and Resilience Facility (RRF) will finance the bulk, 
i.e. €16.2 bn of grants and the full amount of loans. In 2021, the government estimates to receive € 
3.9 bn from the RRF, comprising € 2.6 bn of grants and €1.3 bn of loans, including a 10% pre-
financing. Member States shall prepare until mid-October a first draft of national recovery and 
resilience plans describing their reform and investment schedule, which should be in compliance with 
EU country-specific recommendations, focusing on strengthening the growth potential, creating jobs, 
increasing the economic and social resilience and contributing to the green and digital transition. 
Within MFF the allocation to Greece will be increased by 8%, based on the lower per capita income of 
the period 2014-2016. 

• FDI inflows in 2019 remained at a high level (€4.1 bn) as in 2018 and 2017, highly concentrated in 
real estate and mergers and acquisitions. The sectors of economic activity that absorbed FDI inflows 
were mainly the services sectors (real estate, financial intermediation and transportation). 
Approximately 21% of the total FDI inflow was linked to privatisations. In January-June 2020, FDI 
inflows reached €2.1 bn, directed mainly to manufacturing, transportation, accommodation and food 
services and real estate activities.  

• Labour cost competitiveness improved further by 2.2% in 2019 according to ECB HCIs. ULC-based 
competitiveness has been improving constantly since 2010 (by 25.3% cumulatively from 2009 to 
2019) due to substantial labour market reforms and sizable declines in wage costs. The significant 
slack in the labour market continues to exert downward pressure on wages, while productivity growth 
remains very low. 

• Price competitiveness improved by 2.1% in 2019 following a deterioration by 1.3% in 2018 and 0.4% 
in 2017. HICP based competitiveness has improved by 12.2% cumulatively from 2009 to 2019. Prices 
and labour cost differentials are still favourable, but price and cost competitiveness indices were 
negatively affected by the appreciation of the nominal effective exchange rate during 2017 (+1.4%) 
and 2018 (+3.2%), while in 2019 its trend reversed and a small depreciation by 0.4% was recorded.  

• Non-price or structural competitiveness indices generate a mixed picture as reform implementation 
is outpaced by other competitor countries. Greece, despite the progress in some areas, still lags 
almost all other EU countries in relative rankings according to a number of composite indicators.  
• According to the latest World Competitiveness Ranking of IMD (16 June 2020), Greece has 

improved its ranking in 2020 by 9 positions, up to 49th, from 58th in 2019 and 57th in 2018 among 
63 countries. Improvement was recorded in all four sub-indices, with the progress being more 
pronounced in government efficiency (up to 52nd from 60th) and business efficiency (up to 51st 
from 58th). The main challenges for Greece now include: the expansion of the production base 
through promoting business investment, the ease of access to funding of private enterprises, the 
adoption of a growth-friendly tax policy mix, the introduction of programmes to diffuse digital 
technologies throughout the economy and the introduction of targeted programmes supporting 
dynamic and export-intensive sectors. 
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• According to the latest The Worldwide Governance Indicators of World Bank (25 September 
2020), Greece improved its ranking in all six components (there is no composite indicator). 
Specifically, significant improvement occurred at the subcomponent of Political Stability and 
Absence of Violence/Terrorism (47th from 51st) and at the subcomponent of Regulatory Quality 
(62nd from 75th ). 

Short-term developments 

• In July 2020, the secondary income account turned from deficit to surplus, mainly as a result of the 
of €644.4 mn transfer to the Greek State of income earned on ANFA/SMP holdings and the reduction 
by €106.3 mn of the step-up margin for the first half of 2020. 

• In January – July 2020, the balance of goods deficit declined, as imports declined more than exports. 
The decline in total exports and imports of goods mainly reflected a drop in the value of oil exports and 
imports, amid falling international oil prices. Specifically, at constant prices, oil exports increased by 
1.9% and the respective imports remained unchanged. Total exports of goods fell by 13.3% at 
current prices, but continued rising by 2.5% at constant prices, while non-oil exports of goods 
(excluding provisions bought in ports by carriers) did not record any significant changes y-o-y at both 
current and constant prices, with the pharmaceuticals and food sectors having a considerable positive 
contribution. Total imports of goods decreased by 15.7% at current prices and by 7.3% at constant 
prices, with a positive contribution from imports of industrial goods only. 

• Over the same period, the services balance surplus stood at €3.0 bn, i.e. less than a third of the 
level registered in the corresponding period of 2019, due to a worsening of all sub-components, 
particularly travel balance. The travel balance deteriorated, as receipts decreased by 86.2%, while 
travel payments decreased by 68.3%. Arrivals and expenditure per trip dropped by 80.1% and 29.2%, 
respectively. Particularly in 2020:Q2, the surplus in the travel services balance dropped to nearly zero 
as travel receipts declined by 98.7% and inbound traveller flows dropped by 95.2% due to the 
coronavirus pandemic and the associated travel restrictions The transport surplus decreased by 
27.5% on account of a deterioration in the sea and air transport balances. Freight rates (based on the 
ClarkSea Index) rose by 30.5% y-o-y; dry bulk rates posted a decline, while tanker rates increased 
significantly. 

• EU funds: In January-August 2020, receipts from structural funds stood at €2.2 bn, while farmers’ 
subsidies receipts were €2.2 bn. 

• FDI inflows reached €365 mn in June, without any remarkable transactions.  
• Based on ECB data (HCIs), unit labour cost competitiveness gained further 2.2% y-o-y in 2020:Q1, 

price competitiveness gained 0.2% y-o-y in 2020:Q2, while the nominal effective exchange rate 
appreciated (1.7% y-o-y in 2020:Q2). 

6. FISCAL DEVELOPMENTS  

Medium-term trends and outlook 

• General government primary outcome – enhanced surveillance definition  
The general government primary outcome in 2019 came in at 3.5% of GDP, in line with the enhanced 
surveillance target of 3.5% of GDP (Chart 39). According to the latest MoU, the fiscal path foresees a 
primary balance target of 3.5% of GDP for 2020 to 2022. However, on 23 March 2020 Ministers of 
Finance agreed with the assessment of the Commission that the conditions for the use of the general 
escape clause of the EU fiscal framework, a severe economic downturn in the euro area or the Union 
as a whole, are fulfilled. This offers the flexibility necessary for national budgets to support the 
economy and to respond in a coordinated manner to the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

• Stability Programme 2020: According to the Stability Programme 2020, the general government 
primary outcome is projected at a deficit of 1.9% of GDP in 2020 and at a surplus of 2.5% of GDP in 
2021 according to the baseline scenario. The projection incorporates an extraordinary one off 
expansionary fiscal package of 6.5% of GDP (for the State in cash terms) in 2020 as a policy 
response to address the COVID-19 pandemic. Taking into account the impact of the policy response 
measures the baseline macroeconomic scenario points to a recession of 4.7% for 2020. The general 
government debt is projected to increase from 176.6% of GDP in 2019 to 188.8% of GDP in 2020 and 
decline to 176.8% in 2021 on the back of the unwinding of the expansionary package and recovering 
economic activity (5.1% real GDP growth). The adverse macroeconomic scenario points to a 
recession of 7.9% in 2020 recovering by 8.0% in 2021 causing a deterioration in the general 
government primary balance by 0.9% of GDP in 2020 and by 0.3% of GDP in 2021. 

• Fiscal reforms: New reforms entered into force in 2020 and include inter alia: (i) the reduction of the 
statutory CIT rate (from 28% to 24%); (ii) the establishment of a 9% statutory PIT rate for the lowest 
incomes (from 22%) and the reduction by one percentage point of tax rates for higher incomes and 
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the increase in the tax allowance by €1,000 for each dependent; and (iii) the establishment of 
incentives for employees, self-employed and pensioners to use electronic means of payments for 
expenditure amounting to at least 30% of their income; iv) the reduction of the tax rate on distributed 
profits from 10% to 5%; v) the disbursement of cash benefit of €2,000 for every newborn child; vi) the 
move of babywear and safety helmets to a low VAT rate; vii) the postponement of VAT on new 
constructions for 3 years; and viii) the revenue and expenditure review of general government entities.  

• In February 2020, the new social security bill was voted addressing the provisions of the 2016 law 
that were ruled unconstitutional by the Council of State in October 2019: (a) it raises, as of 1.1.2019, 
main pension replacement rates for working lives longer than 30 years; (b) it reverses, as of 
1.10.2019, supplementary pension cuts enacted in 2016 in cases where the main and supplementary 
pension income exceeded €1,300 per month; and (c) reforms, as of 1.1.2020,  the social insurance 
contribution system of the self-employed by introducing a minimum charge plus a voluntary scale of 
fixed fees independent of income. Other important provisions of the reform include the digitalization 
of all operations in the social security system, the merger of the supplementary pension fund 
(ETEAEP) into a now  single social security fund (e-EFKA), the reduction (by 0.9 pp) in the social 
insurance rates of full time employees and the reduction in the penalty rate for pensions received by 
pensioners in employment. 

• Since March 2020 extraordinary fiscal measures (one-off in 2020) have been adopted to deal with the 
implications of the corona virus. These comprise: 
 Deferral of tax obligations and social security contributions for eligible businesses and 

professionals severely affected by the pandemic, combined with a 25% discount for timely 
settlement. 

 Lower VAT in specific tourism-related industries. 
 Lower prepayment of corporate income tax. 
 Cash benefits to employees and self-employed in affected industries. 
 Additional benefit for healthcare personnel. 
 Increased spending on public health. 
 Sector-specific subsidies, including interest relief on existing business loans. 
 Extended support for those in unemployment. 
 PIT discounts for reduced rent income and for timely settlement on income tax obligations. 
 Concessional state loans to affected businesses. 
 State guarantees for business loans. 
Total fiscal measures amount to around €15.6 bn, or 9.1% of GDP (including liquidity measures 
without leverage). 

• According to the European Commission debt sustainability analysis published in May 2020, 
overall, notwithstanding risks, the Greek debt position remains sustainable over the medium-term, 
given important mitigating factors including the debt profile and the sizeable cash buffer. 

• Post programme surveillance: Seven reviews have been completed since August 2018 in the 
context of the enhanced surveillance. According to the seventh Enhanced Surveillance Report issued 
on 23 September 2020, considering the extraordinary circumstances posed by the coronovirus 
outbreak, Greece has progressed well with the implementation of its specific reform commitments. 

• Financing: In 2019 Greece raised €9 bn from capital markets and also benefited from €1,737 mn in 
the context of the medium-term debt relief measures. In January 2020 Greece raised €2.5 bn from 
capital markets by issuing a 15-year bond (yield 1.875%), in April 2020 Greece raised another €2 bn 
from capital markets by issuing a 7-year bond (yield 2%) and in June 2020 Greece raised another €3 
bn by issuing a 10-year bond (yield 1.6%). Also in July the third tranche amounting to €748 mn in the 
context of the medium-term debt relief measures was disbursed. In September 2020 Greece raised 
another €2.6 bn from capital markets by reopening the 10-year bond issue (yield 1.187%). 

• Court decision on pensions: In compliance with the Council of State’s verdict of July 2020, law 
4714/2020 legislated the retroactive payment -covering the period 11.06.15-12.05.16 - of private 
sector main pension cuts legislated in 2012. The government plans to extend it to the public sector as 
well. The associated fiscal cost for 2020 is 1.25 bn (0.7% of GDP) on a net basis. 

• Debt relief measures: To improve debt sustainability the Eurogroup has so far agreed on: 
 An assessement of debt sustainability with reference to the benchmark of 15% of GDP for 

Greece’s gross financing needs during the post programme period for the medium term, and 20% 
of GDP thereafter. 

 The implementation of short-term measures (as of Jan. 2017) related to the smoothing of the 
EFSF repayment profile under the current weighted average maturity, the use of the EFSF/ESM 
diversified funding strategy to reduce interest rate risk (without incurring any additional costs for 
former programme countries) and a waiver of the step-up interest rate margin related to the debt 
buy-back tranche of the 2nd programme for 2017. 

 A reduction of the primary surplus target of 3.5% of GDP to a primary surplus equal to or above 
but close to 2% of GDP on average during 2023-2060. 
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 The implementation of medium-term measures (as of June 2018) related to a further deferral of 
EFSF interest and amortization by 10 years and an extension of the maximum weighted average 
maturity (WAM) by 10 years.  

 Contingent on compliance with the terms of the enhanced post-programme surveillance, it was 
also agreed to restore eligible ANFA and SMP profits to Greece in equal bi-annual installments. 

• For the long term, the Eurogroup agreed on a contingency mechanism should gross financing needs 
exceed the benchmark which could entail measures such as further EFSF reprofiling and deferral of 
interest payments. 

Short-term developments 

• General government figures – ESA 2010 (Chart 40, Chart 41 and Chart 42) 
2019: According to the 1st EDP notification (22.04.2020), the general government recorded a surplus 
of 1.5% of GDP compared to a surplus of 1.0% of GDP in 2018 and a primary surplus of 4.4% of GDP 
compared to a surplus of 4.3% of GDP in 2018. This reflects a decline by 0.2 pp in the share of 
revenues in GDP and a decline by 0.3 pp in the share of primary expenditure. In nominal terms, both 
revenue and primary expenditure increased y-o-y. The increase in revenue (+1.0%) is mainly driven 
by higher indirect taxes (+1.4%), social contributions (+1.6%), capital receipts and other revenue 
(reflecting higher ANFA/SMP transfers), while direct taxes and sales decreased. Primary expenditure 
increased (+0.7%) due to higher compensation of employees, subsidies and social payments. 
Government consumption increased (+3.1%) mainly due to higher social benefits in kind (+12.9%), a 
higher wage bill (+0.9%) and lower sales. The debt to GDP ratio decreased to 176.6% in 2019 from 
181.2% of GDP in 2018, due to the budget surplus as well as the denominator effect.  

• 2020:Q1: the general government balance (ESA 2010) deteriorated by 0.6% of GDP compared to 
2019:Q1 and recorded a deficit of 1.5% of GDP. The general government primary balance also 
deteriorated by 0.6% of GDP, coming in at a deficit of 0.8% of GDP. This reflects an increase by 0.8 
pp in the share of primary expendiure in GDP, partly counterbalanced by a lower increase in the share 
of revenue in GDP (0.3 pp). In nominal terms, revenue decreased y-o-y, while primary expenditure 
increased. The y-o-y decrease in revenue (-2.2%) is primarily driven by lower indirect taxes (-11.2% 
mainly in VAT) due to the effect of the pandemic. In the opposite direction, direct taxes and other 
current revenue increased due to the earlier collection of revenue from BoG (dividend and income 
earned on ANFA/SMP holdings). The y-o-y increase in primary expenditure (+3.5%) is primarily driven 
by an increase in capital expenditure (+41% - mainly investment related), in social payments (+2.2% - 
due to the disbursement of the housing allowance and higher unemployment benefits) and in 
compensation of employees (+2.4%). Public debt increased by 7.9 pp of GDP to 184.5% of GDP (from 
176.6% of GDP at end-2019), due to the denominator effect. In nominal terms, public debt decreased 
by €1.8 bn reflecting mainly the reduction in the stock of t-bills (€1.6 bn). 

• General Government cash balance (MoF): In January-July 2020 the consolidated general 
government outcome came in at a deficit of 5.2% of GDP, compared to a surplus of 0.1% of GDP in 
January-July 2019. The primary balance came in at a deficit of 3.6% of GDP compared to a surplus of 
1.8% of GDP in January-July 2019, due mainly to lower privatization revenue, as well as the effect of 
the pandemic on tax revenue, social security contributions and primary expenditure (mainly on 
transfers and PIB expenditure). 

• Arrears accumulation (excluding pension claims): During 2016-2019  the stock of arrears decreased 
by approximately €4 bn and stood at aproximately €2 bn at end-2019. In January-June 2020 the stock 
of arrears increased by €459 bn and reached €2.5 bn. About 44% of total arrears (excluding tax 
refunds) originate in hospitals due to their reporting pre clawback (Chart 43).  

• MoF Central Government Debt at end July 2020 amounted to €365 bn (or 204.6% of GDP) 
compared to €356 bn (or 190% of GDP) at end-December 2019. 

• State budget execution (MoF): According to final data for January-August 2020, the State budget 
recorded a deficit of 5.4% of GDP, compared to a deficit of 0.8% of GDP in January-August 2019. 
 The primary balance recorded a deficit of 3.1% of GDP (Chart 44) against a surplus of 1.6% of 

GDP in January-August 2019. 
 Compared to the period target (according to the Budget 2020) the primary outcome 

underperformed by €6.6 bn, due to the effect of the pandemic. Specifically, the state budget 
recorded lower tax revenue (by €3.6 bn – mainly in VAT, personal income tax and special 
consumption tax),  non receipt of €0.3 bn relating to the Hellinikon project, higher tax refunds (by 
€0.5 bn) and higher primary expenditure (around €4.2 bn – mainly in public investment and 
transfers). By contrast, non tax revenue overperformed the period target by €1.7 bn due to the 
receipt of €748 mn in the context of the medium term debt relief measures as well as higher 
public investment revenue (by €1.3 bn). 
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7. MONEY, CREDIT AND FINANCIAL MARKETS 

Medium-term trends and outlook 

• The deterioration of the macroeconomic outlook in 2020 due to the economic consequences of the 
coronavirus pandemic shock worldwide is expected to interrupt for a temporary period the until 
recently positive developments in the Greek financial sector. However, monetary policy and other 
policy measures undertaken both at a European and a national level aim at mitigating ensuing risks. In 
particular the new measures taken towards Greece in terms of the reintroduction of the waiver and 
broader measures for the easing of collateral standards applied to Eurosystem refinancing operations 
will contribute to the transmission of euro area monetary policy. 

• Overall, from mid-2016 to early 2020, non-financial private sector’s deposits with Greek banks 
followed an upward path as a result of the underlying economic recovery and improving confidence in 
the prospects of the banking sector. During the pandemic crisis, private sector deposits have 
continued to rise mainly as a result of policy measures to support firms and households and the 
postponement of consumer and other spending decisions. 

• After mid-2016 bank credit to non-financial corporations stabilised. Since end-2018 the annual rate of 
change of bank credit to corporations has been consistently positive and increasing in magnitude. 
These developments have been in line with the evolution of economic activity until early 2020 and the 
reduction in the nominal and real loan rates. However, the contraction of bank loans to households 
continued, at a broadly steady pace. During the pandemic crisis, the recorded further rises in 
corporate bank credit may reflect some policy measures to support firms’ liquidity and have been 
facilitated by measures taken by the Eurosystem. 

• Financial resources, partly intermediated through local banks, are being directed to non-financial firms 
through various European initiatives. Specifically, the EIB, the EIF, the EBRD and the Hellenic 
Development Bank (former Fund for Enterprise and Development-ΕΤΕΑΝ) co-finance or 
guarantee loans extended by commercial banks, mostly to SMEs and secondarily to households. The 
EIB also provides export-guarantees to SMEs. New programmes (since late-2016) include: 
 “Entrepreneurship Fund II” and the new Household Energy Saving programme II with initial 

budgets of €400 mn and €250 mn, respectively; 
 approximately €1 bn loan agreements between the EIF and Greek banks under the European 

Commission’s initiatives “COSME” and “InnovFin”. Under the COSME budget, the EIF funds 
guarantees and counter-guarantees for financial intermediaries to help them provide more loan 
and lease finance to SMEs. Under the InnovFin SME Guarantee Facility, the EIF covers a portion 
of the losses incurred by the financial intermediaries on loans, leases and guarantees (between 
€25,000 and €7.5 mn). 

 the “Trade Finance Facility II” of the EIB;  
 more than €2.1 bn in credit lines signed between the EIB and Greek banks over the past three 

years which support lending to SMEs and Midcaps. 
 the new Fund of Funds, “EquiFund” with an initial budget of €260 mn; 
 the New Economy Development Fund ("TANEO") which participates in venture capital schemes  

with an initial public contribution of €700 mn. More specifically TANEO has been mandated to 
manage Ministry of Economy and Development resources deriving from the national section of 
the Public Investments Programme for the implementation of the following projects: a) participate 
in newly-formed venture capital schemes that will invest in SMEs through convertible bonds and 
debentures with a right (€450 mn); b) participate in newly-formed venture capital schemes that 
will invest in R&D companies engaging in 4th Industrial Revolution technologies (€50 mn); c) 
participate in investment schemes seeking to promote the development of enterprises engaging 
in the production and promotion of brand-name products “Made in Greece” (€50 mn); and d) 
participate in investment schemes seeking to support enterprises engaging in manufacturing and 
processing operations and in need of restructuring / reorganization (€150 mn). 

 in the context of the European Structural and Investment Funds, a new Fund of Funds was 
established: the European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development (ESIF EAFRD). It is 
supported by the Hellenic Managing Authority of the Rural Development Programme and the EIF. 
Its objective is to provide better access to finance for enterprises in the agricultural and agro-
industrial sectors in Greece through loss protection provided by EIF to financial intermediaries. 
More specifically the EIF channels resources towards selected financial institutions, in the shape 
of a guarantee covering up to 35% of the loans that selected financial intermediaries will provide 
to farmers in Greece. According to EIF estimations, an initial budget of €80 mn is expected to 
create agricultural loan portfolios of €400 mn. 

• The declining trend in bank deposit rates (2012- mid-2017) seems to be back on track since the 
second half of 2019, with both overnight and time deposit rates reaching historically low levels. 
Average bank lending rates to corporations have similarly been on a declining path, recently 
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stabilising around historical lows. After following a moderately upward path from mid-2015 until end-
2018, the average rate for household credit has started to gradually decline. 

• Credit ratings for both the Greek state and Greek resident entities, are below Investment Grade; 
Greece is 2 to 4 notches away from investment grade. (DBRS: BBL stable outlook; Fitch: BB stable 
outlook; Moody’s: B1 stable outlook; Standard and Poor’s: BB- stable outlook). 

• Greek government bond yields fell significantly during 2019, reaching historically low levels in early 
2020, amid improved investor sentiment regarding the outlook for the Greek economy and 
expectations of accommodative monetary policy in the euro area. The financial market turbulence 
related to the Covid-19 outbreak, in 2020:Q1 interrupted the downward trend, which however resumed 
after the measures taken by major central banks and governments to mitigate the Covid-19 shock. 

• Bonds issued by Greek non-financial corporations, in 2019, were positively affected by the 
improved investor sentiment and outperformed other euro-area corporate bonds with comparable 
ratings. Issuing activity was hit by the market turbulence sparked by Covid-19 during 2020:Q1, which 
also drove yields higher; however issuing activity and the downward trend in yields resumed in 
2020:Q2. 

• Share prices on the Athens Stock Exchange continued on an upward trend during 2019, 
outperforming all other European stock markets. However, in 2020:Q1, the picture was reversed and 
volatility surged, with share prices remaining relatively flat in 2020:Q2. 

• The Bank of Greece’s small-scale Financial Conditions Index (FCI) which tracks whether financial 
conditions are looser or tighter than their long-run average was broadly stable from 2012 through mid-
2015, fluctuating around a level that is very low by historic standards due inter alia to the tight funding 
conditions for banks. The deterioration associated with the uncertainty in the last quarter of 2014 and 
the first half of 2015 culminating in the imposition of capital controls, gradually began to reverse from 
August 2015 and the overall trend since has been positive (Chart 52). 

Short-term developments 

• As the economic lockdown posed strains on the cash flows of firms and employees, policy measures 
both at a European and a national level aimed at supporting the liquidity of the banking sector and 
preventing a tightening of financing conditions. Measures taken by the Greek government in 
cooperation with Greek banks include: (i) right to defer principal payments of performing corporate 
loans as well as of loan instalments of individuals and self-employed affected by the crisis up to 31 
December 2020; (ii) a €2 bn loan-guarantee scheme under which the Hellenic Development Bank 
partially guarantees new loans provided by Greek banks to enterprises covering immediate needs in 
working capital; (iii) a €0.75 bn (potentially up to €1.2 bn) grants scheme for Greek SMEs intended to 
cover interest payments on performing bank loans for 5 months; (iv) provision of working capital loans 
to SMEs with a two-year interest rate subsidy from the Hellenic Development Bank within the context 
of Entrepreneurship Fund II with a budget of €2.3 bn and (v) for individuals affected by the crisis, an 
up to 9 months State subsidy of instalments of outstanding bank loans backed with collateral the 
borrower’s primary residence.  

• Disbursements of bank loans under the umbrella of financial tools created to address the pandemic 
crisis reached €3.3 bn (up to and including August 2020). This represents about 1/3 of the respective 
gross flow of bank loans to non-financial corporations. 

• Private sector deposits: Bank deposits of the non-financial private sector increased in August 2020 
by €0.5 bn (households: €+0.2 bn, non-financial corporations: €+0.3 bn) (Charts 45 and 46). During 
January-August 2020, non-financial private sector deposits rose by €8.6 bn (households: €3.5 bn, 
NFCs: €5.1 bn).  

• In August 2020, the annual rate of growth of bank credit to non-financial corporations accelerated 
significantly to 7.2% (July 2020: 6.5%)  mirroring increased credit provision in the context of policy 
measures to support firms’ liquidity. The annual contraction rate of bank credit to households 
decelerated to -2.5% (July 2020: -2.6%) (Charts 48, 49, 50 and 51). 

• The average bank lending rate to non-financial corporations has stabilised recently at historical lows. 
The respective rate for households has declined since end-2018, as a result of decreasing rates on 
mortgage loans. In August 2020, bank interest rates increased on average for corporate loans (by 5 
bps to 3.23%) and, somewhat more intensely, for loans to households (for housing loans down by 4 
bps to 2.94% and for consumer credit up by 48 bps to 10.48%)  (Chart 53). 

• After remaining rather stable since mid-2017, deposit rates resumed their declining path during the 
second half of 2019. They currently stand at historically low levels. In August 2020, the time deposit 
rate offered to households remained broadly unchanged at 0.26%; the overnight deposit rate stood at 
0.05%  (Chart 53). 

• Bank Lending Survey results for Greece (2020:Q2 compared to 2020:Q1): 
 Credit standards (Chart 54) and terms and conditions for bank loans remained unchanged.  
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 There was an increase in the demand for bank credit by NFCs (Chart 55) the highest ever 
recorded since the start of the survey-- it was more intense for long-term compared to short-term 
loans. The main factors reportedly underlying this development were i) inventories and working 
capital; and ii) the more limited availability of internal financing. Demand for corporate loans is 
expected to increase even more in 2020:Q3, somewhat more intensely for loans towards SMEs. 

 Unlike the previous quarters, banks mentioned a contraction in the demand for bank loans from 
households, due among others to the deterioration in consumer confidence. In the case of 
housing loans, expectations regarding housing market prospects and the more moderate level of 
interest rates exerted a positive influence on the demand for loans.  

 In response to ad hoc questions, Greek banks recognized that NPLs had a further tightening 
influence on their lending standards and their overall terms and conditions in the first half of 2020. 
The negative impact from NPLs on credit standards and terms and conditions is assessed to 
become somewhat more intense during the second half of 2020. 

 Banks noted that: credit standards remained unchanged for loans towards all sectors (industry, 
construction, non-financial/non-real estate-related services, wholesale and retail trade, real 
estate-related activities) and, similarly, credit terms and conditions were only somewhat tightened 
in the case of real estate-related activities. Banks referred to an expansion in the demand for 
loans for almost all sectors (the highest upsurge reported for the trade sector), with the exception 
of real estate-related activities which registered a fall in demand. For the second half of 2020, 
banks expect these trends in the demand for and supply of loans to continue, with the same 
intensity, for almost all sectors (the exception is construction for which a smaller increase in 
demand is expected).  

• SAFE results for Greece: October 2019-March 2020 compared to April-September 2019: 
 After reaching its lowest level in the previous round, the external financing gap faced by SMEs in 

Greece was perceived to have expanded again (8% from 3%), standing however at relatively low 
levels since the beginning of the survey. 

 Improvements in the availability of bank loans and bank credit lines continued but the percentage 
of firms indicating a net increase in the availability of bank loans and bank credit lines declined 
compared to the previous round (to 11% and 5% down from 13% and 15% respectively). At the 
same time, Greek SMEs’ needs for bank loans and credit lines continued to expand recording 
higher net percentages (Chart 56). 

 Among the factors affecting the supply of external financing, the influence of the general 
economic outlook turned slightly negative (-1% from 16%) compared to the previous round, while 
the willingness of banks to provide credit continued to have a positive, albeit moderating, impact 
on the availability of external financing. Firms continued to make an increasing use of external 
and internal financing for working capital/building inventories (46%), fixed investment (39%), 
developing new products/services (35%), refinancing/paying off obligations (32%), and 
hiring/training new employees (24%). 

 SMEs recorded a considerable deterioration in their financial situation. For the first time since 
late-2016, SMEs in Greece reported a significant net deterioration in their turnover (-6% from 
18%) and wider net decreases in their profits (-28% from -15%) and inventories/working capital  
(-12% from -6%).  

 The percentage of firms which applied for a bank loan marginally decreased (24% from 25%). 
Slightly more firms were discouraged from applying due to possible rejection by the bank (16% 
from 15%), while less firms refrained from applying due to sufficient internal funds (31% from 
36%). As far as the outcome of bank loan applications is concerned, the rejection rate decreased 
further (11% down from 14%) and the approval rate (percentage of applications satisfied mostly 
or in full) remained stable (50%). 

 Regarding terms and conditions of bank financing, a wide, albeit lower, majority of firms 
continued to report declines in interest rates (-15% from -19%). At the same time, SMEs reported 
higher net increases in collateral requirements (19% from 11%), while the available maturity and 
size of loans are perceived to have continued to ease but somewhat less than in the previous 
round. 

• Greek government bonds: GGB yields remained broadly unchanged during the two-week period 
under review, while the yield curve became flatter as yields on long-term GGBs moved in tandem with 
other euro area sovereign bonds but opposite to the yields of shorter-term GGBs. The yield of the on-
the-run 10-year GGB stood at 1.02% on 30/9/2020, down by 4 bps vis-à-vis its level on 16/9/2020 
(see Chart 59). The yields of the 5-year and 2-year bonds stood at 0.27% and 0.29%, respectively, on 
30/9 (+4 bps and +7 bps, respectively). Thus, the GGB yield curve flattened somewhat, as its slope 
declined (term spread between 10-year and 2-year bonds: 74 bps on 30/9/2020, 12 bps lower vis-à-
vis its level on 16/9, see chart 58). Similarly, during the period under review, yields of euro-area 
benchmark sovereign bonds did not mark substantial changes (DE-10y at -0.52%, down by 4 bp; FR-
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10y: -0.24%, down by 2 bps), while spreads of other euro-area sovereign bonds vis-à-vis the Bund 
narrowed somewhat (GR: 154, flat; IT: 139 bps, down by 6 bps; ES: 77 bps, up by 3 bps; PT: 79 bps, 
up by 2 bps, see chart 57). 

• Corporate bonds: GCB yields rose during the past two weeks, following, with a lower sensitivity, the 
similar developments witnessed in the high-yield segment of the euro-area corporate bond markets. 
The yield on the BoG’s GR NFC bond index, which measures the weighted average yield on 
eurobonds issued by large industrial companies residing in Greece, stood at 1.98% on 30/9/2020, i.e. 
11 bps higher compared to 16/9. Yields on investment grade (IG) euro-area corporate bonds 
remained broadly unchanged, while yields on bonds rated below the IG threshold, so-called high-
yielding bonds, spiked (the yield on the iBoxx index for BBB-rated NFCs rose by 2 bps to stand at 
0.86% on 30/9/2020, while that on the iBoxx liquid non-IG NFCs rose by 39 bps to stand at 4.20%). 
Alongside these developments, the spread between the GR NFCs bond index and the iBoxx EA NFCs 
BBB rose by 8 bps, standing at 112 bps, on 30/9/2020 (Chart 61). 

• Greek equities: The general index of the Athens stock exchange fell, with bank shares driving the fall, 
and shares of listed industrial companies posting by constrast a positive return, during the two weeks 
period under review (2-week returns on 30/9/2020: general index: -5.51%, banks: -8.88%, industrials: 
4.74%, utilities: -3.87%; Chart 60). During the same period, the volatility of daily returns rose by 
around 45% to stand at 1.41%, while the intraday range also rose by 22% to stand at 1.70%. Market 
activity, measured by the average daily volume of transactions, strengthened somewhat, compared to 
the previous report, standing at €46.7 mn, still remaining subdued compared to the year-to-date 
average turnover (€63.4 mn) and 2019 (€67.4 mn). Greek resident non-financial corporations (NFCs), 
with shares listed on the Athens Stock Exchange, published their 2020:H1 financial statements. The 
effects of the outbreak of the pandemic is evident. Total turnover declined by around 20% y-o-y 
(standing at around €20 bn), EBITDA was down by around 37%, and pre-tax profits turned negative, 
while the average debt to equity ratio rose by around 10%, close to 120%. Figures were significantly 
affected by the energy sector (which was particularly affected by the COVID-19 shock). Excluding this 
sector, the fall of the turnover and the EBITDA was around 13% and 3% respectively, and pre-tax 
profits, although significantly lower on a y-o-y basis, remained in positive territory. Overall, the number 
of firms reporting positive figures for the pre-tax profits remained higher compared to those reporting 
losses. 

 

8. BANKING SECTOR 

Medium-term trends and outlook 

• The four significant banks published their financial results for 2020:H1. Core profitability was adversely 
affected by the pandemic, although the effect was mitigated by the payments moratoria and the lower 
funding cost due to ECB facility. Loan loss provisions increased significantly, reflecting expectations of 
the macro impact of Covid-19. Capital ratios remain at satisfactory levels. Liquidity is improved, 
following an increase in deposits and the use of the ECB’s funding facility, supporting new loan 
disbursements. On asset quality metrics, NPLs data for end June 2020 (€59.7 bn) indicate a further 
decline (March 2020: €60.9 bn), due to the use of the “Hercules” Asset Protection Scheme and the 
payment moratoria. 

Short-term developments 
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Private consumption 0.1 -1.2 -2.1 3.2 0.7 0.9 1.0 1.2 1.3 0.0 0.9 0.5 1.4 1.0 0.7 0.7 1.3 0.1 0.3 1.2 -0.7 -11.6

Public consumption -0.7 -0.7 -0.9 0.3 -1.5 -0.5 -2.9 -1.1 0.4 1.7 -2.5 -0.3 -4.0 -4.4 -1.4 2.2 0.5 9.8 0.1 -1.4 1.4 -3.2

Gross fixed capital formation 4.6 -8.6 13.9 12.5 3.3 9.4 7.8 -8.8 26.3 12.3 -12.0 -8.7 19.0 -22.3 -27.2 4.5 8.8 -5.2 2.5 14.0 -6.4 -10.3

       Dwellings -12.4 -15.7 -24.1 -3.1 -2.7 -5.5 -8.1 -1.8 -3.3 -8.8 17.3 11.9 4.9 21.7 31.7 12.0 7.1 19.0 4.3 17.6 23.2 34.5

       Other construction 37.3 37.4 37.0 45.4 30.1 9.5 -10.7 -29.4 85.1 -11.9 -23.1 -4.7 57.5 -58.4 -25.5 -6.8 4.2 -36.9 -1.1 21.1 -0.8 32.0

       Equipment -8.2 -27.3 21.2 7.0 -21.7 25.2 54.0 1.5 -6.6 56.4 -11.4 -25.3 -12.0 54.0 -35.3 11.8 10.8 26.0 -7.7 24.4 -21.7 -31.2

Domestic demand 0.5 -2.0 -0.2 3.5 0.6 1.6 0.9 -0.4 3.9 1.9 -1.4 -0.7 2.1 -3.3 -3.6 1.4 1.9 1.4 0.5 2.0 -0.9 -9.6

Exports of goods and services -1.9 -9.2 -10.2 8.7 4.8 6.9 6.1 9.1 6.5 5.7 8.7 8.9 9.2 6.0 10.6 4.9 4.8 5.2 9.1 0.7 2.4 -32.1

       Exports of goods 3.7 2.9 4.2 8.1 -0.2 5.6 3.4 8.5 2.6 8.1 8.4 10.9 7.3 7.2 8.1 2.2 -0.8 4.7 6.4 -1.4 4.0 -15.4

       Exports of services -8.1 -20.7 -24.1 9.0 11.7 8.3 9.7 11.6 9.9 2.6 9.2 5.9 12.6 5.3 13.0 8.1 10.3 6.9 13.7 1.9 -0.2 -49.4

Imports of goods and services 1.1 -9.3 -1.9 14.0 4.6 7.4 16.2 5.8 4.7 3.2 3.0 -7.5 2.8 15.6 2.2 2.5 9.8 3.9 -2.8 -0.3 -1.1 -17.2

       Imports of goods 3.9 -2.8 5.7 10.4 3.4 7.0 18.0 4.3 4.0 2.2 0.7 -11.3 0.0 15.5 0.4 1.5 10.0 4.3 -4.6 -2.8 -1.2 -15.3

       Imports of services -10.8 -31.7 -29.4 35.5 10.1 9.0 9.8 13.6 5.2 7.7 14.4 11.7 16.0 16.7 13.2 6.9 6.3 2.3 7.6 11.2 -0.6 -25.7

Real GDP at market prices -0.3 -0.6 -1.3 1.0 0.0 1.4 0.0 1.7 1.8 2.2 1.9 2.8 1.4 1.8 1.7 1.9 1.7 2.8 2.2 0.8 -0.5 -15.2

Q4 2019 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4Q3 Q4 2018 Q1 Q2Q2 Q1 Q2

Table 1: GDP and main components, seasonally adjusted

 Percentage changes (chain linked volumes, reference year 2010)

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

2016 Q1 Q3Q2 Q3 Q4 2017 Q1

Agricultural sector -6.1 -4.9 -7.7 -8.8 -2.8 8.8 1.6 8.8 14.5 10.7 3.5 7.0 4.3 1.7 1.1 -1.6 0.1 -0.9 -2.2 -3.4 -5.5 -7.7

Industry and construction 7.2 4.6 8.6 10.3 5.4 2.5 4.4 1.7 0.8 3.0 2.9 1.5 3.0 1.2 5.9 3.1 6.3 6.5 3.7 -3.6 2.9 -2.6

Industry 3.2 -0.9 4.8 3.6 5.4 3.7 7.6 2.9 3.9 0.4 1.7 0.8 2.1 0.7 3.3 -0.7 0.2 0.4 0.1 -3.3 -1.5 -11.2

Construction 25.4 31.9 27.1 41.4 5.3 -2.0 -7.5 -3.1 -9.5 13.2 7.8 4.6 7.1 3.4 15.1 17.3 31.8 31.1 17.7 -4.5 17.0 24.2

Services -2.1 -2.2 -3.1 -1.5 -1.5 1.2 -0.6 1.0 2.3 2.2 1.3 2.0 1.6 0.6 0.9 0.7 0.6 1.6 0.5 0.1 -1.3 -14.1

Trade, hotels and restaurants, transport -4.3 -6.0 -6.0 -2.9 -1.9 3.6 1.8 3.3 4.8 4.5 4.1 4.3 4.0 3.7 4.3 2.8 4.3 3.8 2.5 0.5 -3.3 -35.6

Information & communication -0.5 -2.0 -2.4 2.1 0.5 -1.0 -0.4 0.9 -1.9 -2.7 0.0 0.5 -1.9 0.3 1.3 0.3 -2.2 2.7 0.8 0.0 1.6 -4.4

Financial services -1.2 -2.7 -2.6 1.6 -1.1 -6.5 -4.6 -5.1 -8.4 -7.9 -9.9 -9.1 -9.5 -10.0 -11.1 -8.0 -9.5 -9.5 -5.5 -7.2 -5.5 -11.2

Real estate related services -0.7 -0.5 -1.2 -1.0 0.0 2.3 1.2 2.4 2.8 2.6 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 -1.4

Professional services -1.4 -1.3 -2.4 1.2 -3.1 3.3 0.2 3.6 2.6 6.8 5.5 7.4 5.0 6.4 3.4 3.7 3.9 4.5 3.3 3.1 0.2 -25.5

Public admin -1.7 -1.8 -2.2 -2.1 -0.7 -0.5 -2.5 -1.6 1.5 0.7 0.8 1.6 1.8 -0.8 0.5 -0.5 -1.0 1.5 -1.9 -0.7 1.2 0.9

Arts and recreation -2.2 6.4 -3.2 -2.0 -9.7 0.1 -8.6 -0.6 4.6 5.7 1.9 8.6 5.3 -2.7 -3.2 2.7 -0.7 1.9 5.0 4.8 -11.4 -33.0

Value added at basic prices -1.1 -1.5 -1.8 -0.3 -0.7 2.0 0.7 1.7 2.9 2.5 1.8 2.3 1.9 1.2 1.7 0.9 1.0 1.9 1.2 -0.5 -1.2 -14.0

Taxes on products 5.7 6.0 4.4 8.8 3.6 -1.5 -1.8 0.3 -4.3 -0.3 2.9 3.3 -0.3 5.0 3.4 7.2 4.8 8.7 8.5 6.7 3.5 -23.3

Subsidies on products 12.8 18.2 14.6 11.5 7.5 0.0 1.8 0.5 -0.8 -1.5 2.4 2.3 1.6 2.2 3.4 0.9 1.3 1.8 1.0 -0.5 -0.6 -16.2

GDP at market prices -0.3 -0.6 -1.3 1.0 0.0 1.4 0.0 1.7 1.8 2.2 1.9 2.8 1.4 1.8 1.7 1.9 1.7 2.8 2.2 0.8 -0.5 -15.2

Q1Q4 2018 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 2019 Q1 Q2 Q3

2020

2016 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 2017 Q1 Q2 Q3

2016 2017 2018 2019

Q2Q4

 Percentage changes (chain linked volumes, reference year 2010)

Table 2: Value added decomposition, seasonally adjusted

CHART BOOK 
 

1. OUTPUT, DEMAND AND CONJUNCTURAL INDICATORS  

 
 

Source: ELSTAT (quarterly national accounts September 2020, provisional sa data). 
 

 

Source: ELSTAT (quarterly national accounts September 2020, provisional sa data). 
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Percentage changes compared to a year earlier Release date 2019 2020f 2021f 2024f

OECD (single hit scenario) July 2020 1.9 -8.0 4.5

European Commission July 2020 1.9 -9.0 6.0

IMF Apr. 2020 1.9 -10.0 5.1 0.9

Consensus Sept. 2020 1.9 -7.9 4.3 …

Table 3: Projections for Greek GDP by international organizations 

 

Sources: ΟECD (OECD Economic Surveys, Greece, July 2020), European Commission (European Commission, 

Summer 2020 Economic Forecast), IMF (World Economic Outlook, April 2020), Consensus Economics (Consensus 

Forecasts, September 2020). 

Note: The OECD “single-hit” scenario assumes that the pandemic is brought under control before the summer of 2020. 
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Chart 3: Real gross value added by economic activity 
(index: 2011:Q1=100)  

Chart 4: Gross value added by sector of economic 
activity (percent contributions)  
 

  

Source: ELSTAT, National Accounts, September 2020 
(provisional, sa data). 

Source: ELSTAT, National Accounts, September 2020 
(provisional, sa data). 

Chart 1: Decomposition of real GDP growth  Chart 2: Decomposition of gross fixed capital formation 
by investment component  

  
Source: ELSTAT, National Accounts, September 2020 
(provisional, sa data). 

Source: ELSTAT, National Accounts, September 2020    
(provisional, nsa data, at current prices).  
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Chart 5: Household disposable income growth and 
components (percent contributions) 

Chart 6: Compensation of employees growth and 
components (percent contributions) 
 

  
Source: : ELSTAT, non-financial accounts of institutional 
sectors and ECB "Household Sector Report", August 2020. 
Note: Taxes = Current taxes on income, wealth + Taxes on 
production and imports (including ENFΙΑ). 
 

Source: ELSTAT, National Accounts, September 2020. 

 

Chart 7: External financing of Non-Financial 
Corporations by instrument  
(flows, 4 quarter moving sum, EUR bn) 

Chart 8: Greek and Euro Area Economic Sentiment 
Indicator  

  Sources: ECB (SDW), Bank of Greece, Financial Accounts. 
*Does not include corporate bonds issued by greek companies' 
subsidiaries residing abroad. In the period Dec. 2012-Oct. 2019 the gross 
(net) amount of these bond issues stood at around €8.7 (4.4) bn.  
**Includes trade credit and advances and other accounts 
receivable/payable. 

Source: European Commission. 
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Chart 9: Greek and Euro Area PMI  
(3-month moving average)  

Chart 10: Industrial confidence, production, 
employment and export orders (balances; sa data) 
 

  

Source:  Markit. Source: European Commission (business and consumer 
surveys). 

 

Chart 11: Industrial production   
(annual percentage change of industrial production index) 

Chart 12: Retail sales, retail sales confidence and 
consumer confidence indicators 
(annual percentage change and balances)  

 
 Source: Eurostat. Sources: ELSTAT (for volume of retail sales excl. fuel) and 
European Commission (for confidence indicators). 
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Chart 13: Greek and Euro Area Services Confidence 
Indicator (balance)  

Chart 14: Tourist activity indicators 
(annual percentage change)   

 
 

  

Source: European Commission (business and consumer 
surveys). 

Source: Frontier Survey of the Bank of Greece. 
Note: Travel receipts are at constant prices and excluding 
revenues from cruises. 

 
2. STRUCTURAL REFORM INDICATORS 

 

Chart 15: Number of procedures to start a business  Chart 16: Number of days to start a business  

 

 
Sources: Doing Business Reports 2020, 2014, 2009, World Bank and BoG calculations. 
Notes: On the left-hand scale, the higher the value, the more costly it is to start a business as measured by the number of 
procedures (Chart 14) / the time needed (Chart 15) to open a business. As a measure of the reforms implemented, the right-hand 
scale shows the change in the number of days to open a business for two sub-periods. A change greater (less) than zero means the 
country moves closer to (further away from) best practice. No value is available for MT for 2008. 
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Chart 17: OECD Employment Protection Legislation 
Index  

Chart 18: Responsiveness to OECD Going for 
Growth recommendations  

  

Sources: OECD, EPL index (version 3, 2020 edition) and 
BoG calculations.  
Notes: EPL index varies from 0 to 6, where lower values indicate a 
lower degree of employment protection through legislation. The right-
hand scale shows the change in the index for two sub-periods. A 
change greater (less) than zero means the country moves closer to 
(further away from) best practice.  

Source: OECD Going for Growth 2010, 2013, 2017 and 
2019. 

3. LABOUR MARKET AND COSTS  
 

 Chart 19: Employment changes 
(annual percentage change)  

Chart 20: Private sector dependent employment  
flows   
 
 

       

  Source: ELSTAT, Labour Force Survey. Source: ERGANI. 
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Chart 21: Total, youth unemployment rate and share of 
long-term unemployed  
(in percent) 

Chart 22: Nominal ULC growth and contribution of 
components  
 

  

Source: ELSTAT, Labour Force Survey. 
Source: ELSTAT, Annual National Accounts.  
Note: Labour productivity is GDP per hour worked.  
Hourly compensation is compensation of employees  
per hour worked (by employees). 

 
4. PRICES  

Chart 23: Inflation (percent, y-o-y) Chart 24: HICP and main contributions 

 

 

Sources: ELSTAT and Bank of Greece calculations. Source: ELSTAT and Bank of Greece calculations. 
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Chart 25: Determinants of domestic inflation Chart 26: House price index  
(index 2007=100 and annual percentage change) 

  

Source: ELSTAT and Bank of Greece calculations. Source: Bank of Greece. 

 
 

Chart 27: Prime Retail Price and Rent Indices  
(indices 2010=100)  

Chart 28: Prime Office Price and Rent Indices 
(indices 2010=100) 

  
Source: Bank of Greece. Source: Bank of Greece. 
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4. EXTERNAL BALANCES  

 
Chart 29: Components of the current account  
as % of GDP   

Chart 30: Real exports of goods and services  
(index 2009:Q4=100, sa)  

  
Source: Bank of Greece, BoP statistics. Sources: Bank of Greece (BoP statistics) and Eurostat  

(for EA 19). 

 
Chart 31: Real exports of goods  
(index 2009:Q4=100, sa )   

Chart 32: Real exports of services 
(index 2009:Q4=100, sa )   

  
Sources: Bank of Greece (BoP statistics) and Eurostat  
(for EA 19). 

Sources: Bank of Greece (BoP statistics) and Eurostat  
(for EA 19). 
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Chart 33: Contribution of each sector to total  
export growth (%) - constant prices  

Chart 34: Contribution of each type of use to  
total import growth (%) - constant prices  

  
Source: Eurostat, Comext database. Source: Eurostat, Comext database. 

 
Chart 35: Non-residents’ Direct Investment flows  
in Greece by sector of economic activity  
(million euro) 
 

Chart 36: Greek goods export market shares 
(Imports from Greece as percentage of world imports;  
Index 2000=100)  

 

 

* provisional data. 
1 Other includes : Agriculture &Fishing, Electricity, Gas & Water, 
Construction, Mining and quarrying, other Services,  and non 
allocated economic activity. 
Source: Bank of Greece, Statistics Department. 

Source: IMF - Direction of trade statistics database. 
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Chart 37: Greece: Price and cost competitiveness 
indices (index 2000=100; quarterly, period averages)  

Chart 38: Euro area countries: Unit labour cost 
competitiveness indices (index 2000=100; quarterly, 
period averages)  

  
Sources: ECB, Harmonized Competitiveness Indicators 
(effective exchange rates). 

Sources: ECB, Harmonized Competitiveness Indicators 
based on ULC in total economy. 

 
6. FISCAL 

 
Chart 39: General Government Primary Budget 
Balance under the programme definition (% of GDP) 

Chart 40 : Gen. Government gross Debt to GDP ratio 
decomposition (percentage points) 

  

* Projection according to the Stability Programme 2020. 
Source: Ministry of Finance. 
Note: The definition of the primary budget balance under the 
programme deviates substantially from the EDP. Most notably, it 
excludes the cost of the banking support, SMP/ ANFA profits-
related transfers from Member States and some privatisation 
revenues. 

Source: Ministry of Finance, ELSTAT. 
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Chart 41: General Government deficit decomposition 
(% of GDP) 

Chart 42: General government primary balance 
(quarterly, cumulative) (% of GDP) 
 

  
 
Source: ELSTAT. 

Source: ELSTAT. 

 
Chart 43: General Government stock of arrears (incl. 
tax arrears) (EUR mn) 

Chart 44: Evolution of State budget primary balance 
against MoF's period targets in 2017-2018 (EUR mn) 

  
 Source: Ministry of Finance.  Source: Ministry of Finance. 
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7. MONEY, CREDIT AND INTEREST RATES 
 

Chart 45: Bank deposits* of non-financial 
corporations and households (in EUR bn) 

Chart 46: Bank deposits of non-financial corporations 
and households (annual percentage change)  

 
 *As of December 2016, deposits held in the Consignment 

Deposits and Loan Fund by the private sector (€4.2 bn) were 
excluded from the outstanding amount of bank deposits, as the 
institution has been reclassified from the financial sector to the 
general government sector. The net flows of deposits are not 
affected by such reclassifications. 

Source: Bank of Greece. 

Source: Bank of Greece. 

 

Chart 47: Central bank financing to Greek commercial 
banks (in EUR bn, end of month)  

Chart 48: Bank credit to non-financial corporations 
and households (annual percentage change)  

  
Source: Bank of Greece. Source: Bank of Greece. 
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Chart 49: Bank credit to non-financial corporations 
and households (outstanding amounts in EUR bn)* 

Chart 50: Gross flow of loans to non-financial 
corporations with a defined maturity (3-month moving 
average, in EUR mn)  

 

 
*As of December 2016, loans extended by the Consignment Deposits and Loan 
Fund (housing loans: €3.6 bn and business loans: €0.2 bn) were excluded from 
the outstanding amount of bank credit as the institution has been reclassified 
from the financial sector to the general government sector. As of March 2019, 
bank loans to shipping companies which have their registered office abroad (€4.4 
bn) are no longer included in bank credit to the domestic economy. Net flows and 
annual growth rates of bank credit are not affected by such reclassifications. 

Source: Bank of Greece. 

Source: Bank of Greece. 

 

Chart 51: Gross flow of loans to households with a 
defined maturity (3-month moving average, in EUR mn) 
 
 

Chart 52: Small-scale Financial Conditions Index  
(zero reflects long-run mean; an increase (decrease) 
reflects improvement (deterioration). Last data point is 
provisional) 

  
Source: Bank of Greece. Source: Bank of Greece. 
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Chart 53: Bank interest rates of new loans and 
deposits (annual percentages, weighted averages of 
the various loan and deposit sub-categories)  

Chart 54: Changes in banks' credit standards applied to 
the approval of term loans or credit lines to non-
financial enterprises (average of responses)  

 
*Before June 2014 interest rates agreed in the context of most loan 
modifications were recorded as interest rates on new lending. As of June 2014, 
interest rates in the context of loan modifications, if set below market conditions 
in response to financial distress of the borrower, are no longer reflected in the 
series for the bank lending rate. 

 

Source: Bank of Greece. Source: Bank of Greece, ECB, Bank Lending Survey. 

 

Chart 55: Changes in demand of non-financial 
enterpises for term loans or credit lines  
(average of responses) 

Chart 56: Change in the needs and the availability of 
bank term loans 
(net percentage of firms*)  
 

 

 

Source: Bank of Greece, ECB, Bank Lending Survey. Source: EC/ECB, Survey on the access of finance to 
enterprises in the euro area. 
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Chart 57: Spreads of 10-year government bond yields 
over comparable Bunds 
(basis points; left panel: monthly data, 2012 to date; right 
panel: daily data, last three months) 

Chart 58: Greek sovereign yield curve 
 

  
 

 
Source: Thomson Reuters. Sources: Thomson Reuters (data); Bank οf Greece 

calculations (spline fitting). 

 

Chart 59: GR NFCs bond index & iBoxx indices for 
EA non-financial corporates 
(basis points; left panel: monthly data, 2013 to date; right 
panel: daily data, last three months)  

Chart 60: Athens stock exchange indices 
(monthly data) 

  
 

 

Source: (GR index) Bank of Greece; (iBoxx indices) 
Thomson Reuters, Datastream. 

Source: Thomson Reuters, Datastream. 
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This update: 2 October 2020, Next update: 23 October 2020

2017 2018 2019 19Q4 20Q1 20Q2 20Q3 Apr-20 aay-20 Jun-20 Jul-20 Aug-20 Sep-20

Real GDt ELSTAT %y-o-y 1.5 1.9 1.9 0.8 -0.5 -15.2 … … … … … … …
Real government consumption ELSTAT %y-o-y -0.4 -2.5 2.1 -1.4 1.4 -3.2 … … … … … … …
Real private consumption ELSTAT %y-o-y 0.9 1.1 0.8 1.2 -0.7 -11.6 … … … … … … …
Real gross fixed capital formation ELSTAT %y-o-y 9.1 -12.2 4.7 14.0 -6.4 -10.3 … … … … … … …
Real exports of goods and services ELSTAT %y-o-y 6.8 8.7 4.8 0.7 2.4 -32.1 … … … … … … …
        Real exports of goods %y-o-y 5.7 8.4 2.2 -1.4 4.0 -15.4 … … … … … … …
        Real exports of services %y-o-y 8.0 9.0 8.0 1.9 -0.2 -49.4 … … … … … … …
Real imports of goods and services ELSTAT %y-o-y 7.1 4.2 2.5 -0.3 -1.1 -17.2 … … … … … … …
        Real imports of goods %y-o-y 6.7 2.0 1.5 -2.8 -1.2 -15.3 … … … … … … …
        Real imports of services %y-o-y 9.0 14.4 6.9 11.2 -0.6 -25.7 … … … … … … …
Contribution to GDt growth (in GDt pts) ELSTAT

      Domestic demand (excl. inventories) 1.6 -1.3 1.5 2.0 -0.9 -9.7 … … … … … … …
      bet exports -0.4 1.5 0.7 0.3 1.2 -5.0 … … … … … … …
     Changes in inventories 0.1 1.6 -0.4 -2.1 -0.1 0.1 … … … … … … …
hECD Leading Economic Activity Indicator hECD 100.0 99.4 100.1 100.4 99.9 96.4 … 96.0 96.5 96.6 97.8 97.8 …
Economic Sentiment Indicator EC 98.9 103.8 105.4 108.8 110.7 91.8 90.3 99.3 88.5 87.6 90.8 90.7 89.5
Consumer confidence indicator (% balance) IhBE/EC -58.9 -44.0 -19.8 -7.1 -10.4 -31.1 -36.9 -32.6 -33.0 -27.7 -34.7 -35.0 -41.0
Industrial confidence indicator (% balance) IhBE/EC -4.6 -0.2 -0.1 1.8 3.4 -13.0 -15.6 -5.6 -15.4 -18.1 -13.3 -15.5 -18.1
Industrial production (total industry) ELSTAT %y-o-y 3.9 1.6 -0.7 -4.7 -1.2 -7.6 … -10.5 -7.9 -4.6 -0.2 … …
Retail sales (total including fuel) ELSTAT %y-o-y 1.2 1.4 0.8 2.8 2.0 -10.4 … -24.6 -3.0 -3.8 -3.1 … …
2. trices and costs (annual % changes)              
HICt ELSTAT %y-o-y 1.1 0.8 0.5 0.4 0.6 -1.2 … -0.9 -0.7 -1.9 -2.1 -2.3 …
GDt deflator ELSTAT %y-o-y 0.6 0.5 -0.4 -1.2 -1.6 -2.0 … … … … … … …
trofits (gross operating surplus) ELSTAT %y-o-y 2.2 2.5 -0.5 -2.4 -3.0 -17.4 … … … … … … …
Real compensation per employee* ELSTAT %y-o-y 0.0 1.0 0.5 -0.3 -0.3 -2.9 … … … … … … …
Unit labour costs, whole economy** ELSTAT %y-o-y 0.6 1.1 1.3 1.3 1.6 9.5 … … … … … … …
        Compensation per employee %y-o-y 0.5 1.3 1.1 0.6 0.3 -3.9 … … … … … … …
        Labour productivity %y-o-y 0.0 0.2 -0.1 -0.7 -1.3 -12.2 … … … … … … …
Import price index (ind.goods) ELSTAT %y-o-y 5.9 6.6 3.0 5.0 -5.5 -16.3 … -22.1 -15.1 -11.4 -11.1 … …
Export producer prices index (ind. goods) ELSTAT %y-o-y 9.1 7.6 -0.6 -1.2 -7.4 -22.9 … -27.6 -24.5 -16.5 -16.0 -14.3 …
Industrial producer prices (total excl.constr.) ELSTAT %y-o-y 4.2 3.3 0.6 0.8 -0.7 -7.2 … -9.4 -7.6 -4.4 -5.3 -4.1 …
Residential property prices BhG %y-o-y -1.0 1.8 7.2 7.5 6.6 4.1 … … … … … … …
Commercial property prices: Retail BhG %y-o-y 1.7 4.6 7.0 … … … … … … … … … …
Commercial property prices: hffice BhG %y-o-y 1.8 6.5 4.2 … … … … … … … … … …
3. Labour market developments
Unemployment rate (% of labour force)(nsa) ELSTAT 21.5 19.3 17.3 16.8 16.2 16.7 … 16.0 16.9 17.4 … … …
Total employment (nsa) ELSTAT %y-o-y 2.2 2.0 2.2 1.8 1.0 -2.8 … -1.2 -5.7 -4.4 … … …
Employees ELSTAT %y-o-y 2.2 2.9 4.6 3.9 2.7 -3.2 … … … … … … …
Hourly labour earnings (nsa)*** ELSTAT %y-o-y 0.9 2.8 1.7 2.4 1.6 5.3 … … … … … … …
4. Balance of payments (BhG-Current trices)
Exports of goods and services BhG %y-o-y 13.4 12.7 4.4 -0.4 -1.9 -40.4 … -29.6 -46.1 -43 -45.4 … …
        Exports of goods %y-o-y 13.9 15.5 0.2 -3.6 -0.6 -25.0 … -30.2 -33.5 -10.2 -12.6 … …
        Exports of services %y-o-y 13.0 10.4 8.0 3.2 -3.7 -53.7 … -28.9 -57.3 -63.8 -62.8 … …
Exports of G&S as a percentage of GDt BhG 34.2 37.6 38.7 34.7 32.0 27.6 … … … … … …
Imports of goods and services BhG %y-o-y 13.2 14.5 2.2 -2.0 -1.7 -26.5 … -27.5 -37.3 -12.5 -17 … …
        Imports of goods %y-o-y 12.5 14.6 0.7 -6.0 -3.3 -27.8 … -28.8 -39.7 -12 -15.8 … …
        Imports of services %y-o-y 15.7 14.3 6.6 10.0 3.4 -22.7 … -23.9 -29.4 -14.2 -20.8 … …
Imports of G&S as a percentage of GDt BhG 35.2 39.4 39.6 40.6 43.0 34.7 … … … … … …
Current account balance (eur bn) BhG -3.4 -5.2 -2.6 -2.6 -3.5 -3.5 … -1.1 -0.9 -1.4 -0.9 … …
as a percentage of GDt -1.9 -2.8 -1.4 -5.6 -8.5 -8.8 … … … … … …
5. Credit and financial indicators
a3 (broad money, without currency in circulation) BhG %y-o-y 6.8 3.8 7.2 7.3 5.5 5.9 … 6.0 7.0 5.9 6.4 6.1 …
Credit to the private sector BhG %y-o-y -0.8 -1.1 -0.5 -0.6 0.1 0.4 … 0.3 0.7 0.4 1.5 1.9 …
Euro short-term rate €STR ECB -0.4 -0.5 -0.5 -0.5 -0.5 -0.5 -0.6 -0.5 -0.5 -0.5 -0.5 -0.6 -0.6
10-year government bond yield (%) Reuters %y-o-y 4.1 4.4 1.5 1.5 1.6 1.2 1.0 2.2 1.5 1.2 1.1 1.1 1.0
Stock prices: ATHEX Composite Index ASE %y-o-y 24.7 -23.6 49.5 49.5 -22.6 -26.4 -28.1 -18.8 -21.4 -26.4 -31.4 -27.0 -28.1
6. General government finances (% of GDt)
Surplus (+) / Deficit (-) ELSTAT cumulative 0.7 1.0 1.5 1.5 -1.5 … … … … … … … …
trimary balance (surplus (+), deficit (-)) ELSTAT cumulative 3.8 4.3 4.4 4.4 -0.8 … … … … … … … …
Consolidated gross debt ELSTAT cumulative 176.2 181.2 176.6 176.6 184.5 … … … … … … … …

* Deflated with private consumption deflator. 
** Eurostat definition.
*** ELSTAT "Index of Wages" for the total economy excluding agriculture and private households.

Table 1: aain macroeconomic indicators for Greece

1. Economic activity

bational Accounts variables on an annual frequency are based on non-adjusted annual data. bational Accounts variables on a quarterly frequency are 
seasonally adjusted by ELSTAT. bational Accounts based definitions for employment. Confidence indicators are net percentage balances of positive and 
negative replies to each situation described by the variable.  
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This update: 2 October 2020, Next update: 23 October 2020

LTA 2017 2018 2019 19Q4 20Q1 20Q2 20Q3 Apr-20 aay-20 Jun-20 Jul-20 Aug-20 Sep-20
1.  trivate consumption 2001-2008

1.1 trivate consumption ELSTAT % y-o-y 3.8 0.9 1.1 0.8 1.2 -0.7 -11.6 … … … … … … …
2. Disposable income of households and btISH 2001-2008

2.1 Disposable income of households and btISH (current prices) ELSTAT % y-o-y 6.8 1.1 2.7 3.9 0.6 -0.4 … … … … … … … …
2.2 Real disposable income of households and btISH ELSTAT % y-o-y 3.5 0.5 2.3 3.2 -0.1 -1.0 … … … … … … … …
3.  Retail sales sub-indices 2005-2008

3.1 General index ELSTAT % y-o-y 4.3 1.2 1.4 0.8 2.8 2.0 -10.4 … -24.6 -3.0 -3.8 -3.1 … …
3.1.1 General index (excluding automotive fuel) ELSTAT % y-o-y 3.0 1.3 1.7 0.6 2.9 3.8 -7.4 … -22.2 0.2 -0.4 -0.8 … …
3.1.2 Food-beverages-tobacco ELSTAT % y-o-y 3.8 -0.4 2.3 0.3 0.9 10.3 -0.8 … 1.8 2.4 -6.2 -5.0 … …
3.1.3 Clothing-footwear ELSTAT % y-o-y -0.6 3.3 1.2 0.2 4.8 -15.5 -32.7 … -82.9 -21.8 4.9 2.6 … …
3.1.4 Furniture, elct and household eqpt. ELSTAT % y-o-y 5.2 6.2 4.7 7.0 8.4 0.5 -9.9 … -52.1 4.5 13.4 12.8 … …
3.1.5 Books, stationery, other goods ELSTAT % y-o-y 2.0 7.7 2.0 9.3 6.0 0.5 -11.3 … -50.9 9.6 11.0 5.1 … …
3.2 bew private passenger cars ELSTAT % y-o-y -1.3 22.2 25.8 13.2 12.2 -12.4 -54.2 … -83.0 -53.0 -28.1 -17.0 -24.9 …
4. Bank credit 2003-2008

4.1 Loans to househds for consumption purposes (nsa) BhG % y-o-y 24.2 -0.5 -0.8 -1.3 -1.6 -1.7 -1.7 … -2.1 -2.2 -1.7 -1.5 -1.4 …
5. VAT Receipts* 2003-2008

5.1 In current prices aoF % y-o-y 7.3 5.2 2.7 3.5 -0.2 -12.0 -23.0 … 2.8 -49.0 -17.9 -16.5 -12.3 …
5.2 In constant prices aoF % y-o-y 3.9 4.1 2.0 3.3 -0.2 -12.2 -22.0 … 4.3 -48.4 -16.5 -15.0 -10.6 …
6.Confidence indicators 2003-2008

6.1 Consumer confidence IhBE/EC ind -26.7 -58.9 -44.0 -19.8 -7.1 -10.4 -31.1 -36.9 -32.6 -33.0 -27.7 -34.7 -35.0 -41.0
tresent conditions
6.2 aajor purchases at present IhBE/EC ind -45.0 -64.8 -56.5 -40.4 -35.0 -35.7 -43.5 -45.7 -58.1 -36.1 -36.4 -42.2 -43.2 -51.6
6.3 Savings at present IhBE/EC ind -57.8 -69.9 -61.4 -50.9 -43.6 -45.6 -48.3 -44.7 -49.9 -48.5 -46.5 -46.3 -43.0 -44.9
6.4 Statement on fin. situation of hsh. IhBE/EC ind -1.2 -18.4 -12.6 -6.1 -4.2 -5.4 -2.8 -3.2 -3.7 -3.4 -1.4 -1.6 -5.0 -3.0
tast 12 months
6.5 Financial situation over last 12 months IhBE/EC ind -30.0 -60.7 -45.8 -27.3 -15.5 -12.6 -14.3 -28.4 -8.0 -13.8 -21.0 -27.2 -27.6 -30.3
6.6 General economic situation over last 12 months IhBE/EC ind -37.6 -69.2 -49.1 -22.9 -3.3 3.9 -0.3 -37.0 16.0 -1.6 -15.4 -32.1 -32.0 -47.0
6.7 trice trends over last 12 months IhBE/EC ind 69.0 30.2 15.2 5.7 -7.4 -5.8 -8.2 -5.5 -12.7 -6.4 -5.4 -4.7 -7.8 -4.1
bext 12 months
6.8 Financial situation over next 12 months IhBE/EC ind -20.8 -55.8 -41.0 -12.3 1.9 -5.4 -28.4 -29.5 -32.8 -29.8 -22.5 -27.3 -26.1 -35.0
6.9 General economic situation over next 12 months IhBE/EC ind -28.2 -63.3 -42.4 -6.2 13.8 4.8 -37.3 -41.4 -42.0 -43.2 -26.6 -38.2 -37.3 -48.6
6.10 trice trends over next 12 months IhBE/EC ind 30.2 15.0 5.9 -5.5 -14.6 -6.9 -5.2 -6.9 2.4 -6.1 -11.9 -7.4 -6.4 -6.9
6.11 Unemployment expectations over next 12 months IhBE/EC ind 43.0 51.3 29.8 6.5 -9.5 5.1 70.6 65.7 72.2 74.7 65.0 63.9 64.4 68.9
6.12 aajor purchases over next 12 mn. IhBE/EC ind -27.8 -55.6 -46.6 -33.6 -28.8 -28.5 -44.5 -48.4 -47.6 -45.1 -40.7 -46.1 -48.9 -50.1
6.13 Savings over next 12 months IhBE/EC ind -45.9 -81.8 -73.6 -62.6 -55.8 -59.8 -64.8 -63.7 -63.9 -67.5 -63.1 -65.3 -63.6 -62.3

Table 2: Key indicators for Consumption in Greece

Confidence indicators  are net percentage ba lances  of pos i tive and negative repl ies  to each s i tuation described by the variable.  For a l l  indices  except for those referring to the unemployment rate and prices , a  higher va lue suggests  an improvement.

*VAT receipts  fol low new chart of accounts  in centra l  government as  of January 2019.  
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LTA 2017 2018 2019 19Q4 20Q1 20Q2 20Q3 Apr-20 aay-20 Jun-20 Jul-20 Aug-20 Sep-20
1. Gross fixed capital formation ELSTAT %y-o-y 3.8 9.1 -12.2 4.7 14.0 -6.4 -10.3 … … … … … … …

     1.1 Equipment 7.8 22.2 -10.2 12.0 24.4 -21.7 -31.2 … … … … … … …

     1.2 Construction 1.2 0.4 -18.4 -1.9 20.4 3.0 32.5 … … … … … … …

2. tublic Investment trogrammme (nsa)

BhG %y-o-y … -5.4 4.8 -9.5 -27.8 48.4 241.5 … 193.0 456.3 100.6 176.5 37.1 …

3. Capital goods production index (nsa)

ELSTAT %y-o-y -3.5 2.1 5.8 6.0 6.3 3.4 -8.8 … -11.5 -11.8 -3.2 12.3 … …

4. Capacity utilization-capital goods industry (nsa)

IhBE/EC Ind 77.0 64.1 69.4 69.8 70.2 73.9 66.7 75.9 69.9 64.9 65.5 75.8 77.5 74.4

5. Cement troduction (nsa)

ELSTAT %y-o-y -1.8 -4.5 5.4 -14.3 -21.7 14.9 -21.3 … -45.6 -5.5 -11.0 -4.3 … …

6. Construction production index (nsa)

ELSTAT %y-o-y -5.9 -18.2 -14.0 -6.0 -9.1 -5.7 -26.6 … … … … … … …
7. Construction conficence indicator (sa) IhBE/EC bln -18.9 -51.6 -48.8 -50.2 -42.1 -31.3 -69.4 -41.6 -76.3 -76.1 -55.8 -31.7 -40.9 -52.1

    7.1 Evolution of current overall order books -37.6 -57.1 -62.2 -66.9 -57.2 -35.3 -73.5 -52.4 -76.7 -78.0 -65.8 -46.7 -54.4 -56.2

    7.2 Employment expectations over the next 3 months -0.2 -46.2 -35.3 -33.5 -27.0 -27.3 -65.3 -30.7 -75.8 -74.2 -45.8 -16.8 -27.4 -48.0

8.  bew construction permits (nsa)

ELSTAT %y-o-y -1.9 19.5 21.4 9.8 10.2 55.5 0.3 … -17.5 5.3 11.5 … … …
9.  Housing loans (nsa)

BhG %y-o-y 22.2 -3.0 -2.8 -3.4 -3.4 -3.4 -3.0 … -3.3 -3.0 -3.0 -2.9 -2.9 …

10. Credit to non-financial corporations over 1 year (nsa)

BhG %y-o-y 25.8 1.2 1.4 2.9 2.7 3.5 4.5 … 4.0 4.9 4.5 8.4 10.3 …
*LTA over the period 2004-2008

Confidence indicators  are net percentage ba lances  of pos i tive and negative repl ies  to each s i tuation described by the variable.  

Table 3: Key indicators for Investment in Greece
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LTA 2017 2018 2019 19Q4 20Q1 20Q2 20Q3 Apr-20 aay-20 Jun-20 Jul-20 Aug-20 Sep-20
2001-08

1.1 Industry (aining-aanufacturing-Electricity) ELSTAT %y-o-y 1.5 3.6 1.8 -0.6 -3.3 -1.5 -11.2 … … … … … … …
2.  Industrial production 2001-08
2.1 General index ELSTAT %y-o-y -0.5 3.9 1.6 -0.7 -4.7 -1.2 -7.6 … -10.5 -7.9 -4.6 -0.2 … …
       2.1.1 aanufacturing -0.9 2.9 2.8 0.9 -1.4 1.5 -7.2 … -12.0 -9.0 -0.6 0.0 … …
       2.1.2 aining-quarrying -0.6 9.8 0.0 -6.5 -3.4 6.8 -16.1 … -19.2 -11.4 -18.1 5.0 … …
       2.1.3 Electricity 1.0 7.7 -1.4 -5.9 -17.1 -10.7 -10.0 … -4.7 -4.9 -18.2 -1.7 … …
       2.1.4 Water supply 1.4 -2.5 -2.3 1.7 2.2 -0.1 2.3 … 2.5 4.8 -0.2 0.8 … …
       2.1.a Energy 0.8 5.8 0.1 -6.1 -14.2 -8.3 -5.0 … -2.0 -2.3 -9.8 -0.8 … …
       2.1.b Intermediate goods -0.6 5.3 1.2 -0.7 -0.4 2.0 -11.7 … -21.2 -11.1 -2.8 0.9 … …
       2.1.c Capital goods -4.3 2.1 5.8 6.0 6.3 3.4 -8.8 … -11.5 -11.8 -3.2 12.3 … …
       2.1.d Durable consumer goods -3.2 4.7 1.7 1.7 8.7 3.3 -32.0 … -53.1 -36.6 -5.7 8.4 … …
       2.1.e bon-durable consumer goods 0.0 0.8 2.9 4.3 -0.2 3.9 -5.3 … -7.4 -7.9 -0.5 -3.6 … …

3. Industrial turnover (at current prices) 2001-08
3.1 Total market ELSTAT %y-o-y 5.2 8.7 9.8 -0.5 -2.0 -2.3 -24.0 … -35.9 -30.7 -3.9 -16.2 … …
3.1.1 Domestic market 5.0 4.3 8.0 0.9 1.4 -1.8 -22.6 … -35.9 -28.7 -2.3 -17.8 … …
3.1.2 Νοn-domestic market 7.0 17.7 13.1 -3.1 -7.8 -3.2 -26.3 … -35.9 -34.2 -6.7 -13.1 … …
       3.1.2.1 Euro area 5.3 13.4 11.5 0.8 -5.5 6.2 -15.2 … -18.7 -23.6 -3.5 -5.4 … …
       3.1.2.2  Νοn-euro area 11.1 20.1 13.9 -5.0 -9.1 -8.4 -32.5 … -44.3 -39.9 -8.8 -16.9 … …
4. Industrial confidence indicator 2003-08
4.1 Industrial confidence IhBE/EC ind -0.3 -4.6 -0.2 -0.1 1.8 3.4 -13.0 -15.6 -5.6 -15.4 -18.1 -13.3 -15.5 -18.1
      4.1.1 troduction expectations     22.8 17.0 19.2 23.0 25.1 29.5 0.2 10.5 0.2 -3.7 4.2 15.8 14.6 1.2
      4.1.2 hrder books   -11.6 -19.5 -13.2 -11.9 -8.4 -9.3 -25.4 -41.8 -7.4 -28.5 -40.3 -38.8 -44.8 -41.8
      4.1.3 Stocks of finished products      12.1 11.4 6.5 11.5 11.4 9.8 13.9 15.7 9.5 14.1 18.1 16.9 16.3 13.8
4.2 Employment expectations IhBE/EC ind -3.5 3.2 4.9 3.5 5.2 11.7 -0.6 -5.0 5.2 -4.7 -2.4 -8.6 -10.6 4.2
4.3 Export order books IhBE/EC ind -14.9 -4.8 -6.8 -12.3 -6.2 -4.8 -19.2 -32.3 -5.9 -22.6 -29.0 -30.8 -37.7 -28.3
4.4 Factors limiting the production 
     (% of firms answering "none")

IhBE/EC bln
57.3 42.7 42.4 46.0 49.5 49.5 44.4 33.3 … … … … … …

5. Capacity utilization                         1990-08
5.1 Capacity utilization         IhBE/EC Ind 76.1 69.5 70.9 71.7 72.8 71.3 65.9 70.6 67.1 64.8 65.9 70.7 69.2 71.8
6. turchasing managers index (taI) 1999-08
6.1. taI aARKIT Ind 52.6 50.2 54.1 54.2 53.8 51.0 40.0 49.3 29.5 41.1 49.4 48.6 49.4 50.0
      6.1.1  hutput 54.9 50.0 55.1 56.0 54.9 47.9 36.3 46.0 16.4 36.5 49.5 49.2 49.5 50.1
      6.1.2  bew hrders 53.7 49.7 54.8 55.2 54.7 48.3 36.1 45.7 15.8 36.6 49.0 46.0 46.9 48.0
      6.1.3  Stocks of finished goods 47.8 47.8 49.2 48.4 49.3 47.8 41.2 48.2 38.8 42.4 42.5 46.3 50.8 47.6
      6.1.4  Employment 50.6 51.2 54.3 55.1 55.9 53.9 38.8 49.9 30.0 38.4 47.9 48.4 50.5 50.9
      6.1.5  Suppliers' delivery times 48.4 47.5 47.0 47.9 49.0 44.5 35.0 45.3 23.1 37.8 44.0 44.8 47.0 44.0
6.2  bew Export hrders 53.5 48.5 54.0 53.8 54.0 45.6 38.3 44.6 18.8 36.1 48.1 45.2 46.9 49.3

Table 4: Key indicators for Industry in Greece

1.  Gross value added (at 2010 prices)
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LTA 2017 2018 2019 19Q4 20Q1 20Q2 20Q3 Apr-20 aay-20 Jun-20 Jul-20 Aug-20 Sep-20

1.  Gross value added (2010 prices) 2001-2008

1.1 Tetriary sector ELSTAT % y-o-y 4.1 1.3 1.3 0.9 0.1 -1.3 -14.1 … … … … … … …

2.   Turnover indices (curr.prices) 2005-2008

2.1 Wholesale trade ELSTAT % y-o-y 10.8 3.7 6.8 -1.6 -1.5 -2.2 -21.0 … … … … … … …

2.2 Tourism (accmd & food serv.activities ) ELSTAT % y-o-y … 8.2 7.6 1.3 4.8 -7.2 -84.6 … … … … … … …

2.3 Transport ELSTAT % y-o-y

       2.3.a  Water transport % y-o-y 6.3 -9.5 -0.2 6.3 8.5 -3.1 -38.6 … … … … … … …

       2.3.b  Land transport % y-o-y 16.4 10.9 -1.1 1.0 -3.3 -8.1 -29.7 … … … … … … …

       2.3.c  Air transport % y-o-y 7.0 10.4 -0.1 6.3 7.2 -16.1 -84.8 … … … … … … …

2.4 Telecommunication ELSTAT % y-o-y 2.5 -0.5 0.6 2.4 4.3 0.4 -4.0 … … … … … … …
2.5 Legal-accounting activities and management consultancy 
services

ELSTAT % y-o-y 10.1 4.1 6.9 6.0 10.3 7.0 -10.6 … … … … … … …

2.6 Travel agencies and other activities ELSTAT % y-o-y 12.7 9.1 25.6 3.1 0.4 -29.4 -94.0 … … … … … … …

3. Bank credit 2003-2008

3.1 Loans to trade BhG % y-o-y 17.1 2.3 -1.1 0.1 0.1 2.4 2.9 … 3.4 3.2 2.9 7.7 8.1 …

3.2 Loans to tourism BhG % y-o-y 20.8 1.1 3.6 3.8 3.8 3.7 1.9 … 3.1 1.7 1.9 6.9 9.8 …

3.3 Loans to sole proprietors BhG % y-o-y … -0.2 -1.9 -1.9 -1.9 -2.4 -1.9 … -2.4 -2.3 -1.9 -0.3 0.2 …

4. Confidence indicators 2003-2008

4.1 Retail trade confidence indicator IhBE/EC ind 17.4 1.5 10.6 16.3 24.4 23.4 -8.5 -19.9 3.2 -22.4 -6.2 -18.3 -20.3 -21.1

       4.1.1 tresent business situation bln 26.2 -1.3 11.8 24.1 37.8 40.5 3.8 -23.2 37.4 -5.7 -20.3 -25.0 -26.5 -18.1

       4.1.2 Volume of stocks bln 14.3 5.1 5.2 6.2 8.8 14.3 23.5 28.3 28.6 30.7 11.3 25.9 28.7 30.4

       4.1.3 Expected business situation bln 40.4 10.8 25.0 31.1 44.3 44.1 -5.7 -8.1 0.9 -31.0 13.1 -4.1 -5.6 -14.7

4.2 Services confidence indicator IhBE/EC ind 18.8 11.0 15.6 14.1 20.8 28.5 -28.7 -30.0 1.1 -40.3 -46.8 -34.2 -28.8 -26.9

       4.2.1 Assessment of business situation over the past 3 months bln 18.2 12.9 17.3 12.6 19.0 25.5 -34.0 -45.9 3.4 -47.7 -57.8 -48.6 -44.8 -44.4

       4.2.2 Evolution of demand over the past 3 months bln 17.6 9.7 13.6 10.9 17.3 31.1 -24.6 -37.5 15.2 -39.1 -49.8 -41.3 -36.5 -34.7

       4.2.3 Evolution of demand expected over the next 3 months bln 20.7 10.3 15.8 18.7 25.9 28.8 -27.4 -6.4 -15.2 -34.1 -32.9 -12.6 -5.1 -1.5

Table 5: Key indicators for Services in Greece
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LTA 2017 2018 2019 19Q3 19Q4 20Q1 20Q2 Apr-20 aay-20 Jun-20 Jul-20 Aug-20 Sep-20
1.  Economic sentiment indicator 2003-08

Economic sentiment indicator IhBE/EC 105.9 98.9 103.8 105.4 108.1 108.8 110.7 90.3 99.3 88.5 87.6 90.8 90.7 89.5
Industrial confidence indicator IhBE/EC -0.3 -4.6 -0.2 -0.1 1.1 1.8 3.4 -15.6 -5.6 -15.4 -18.1 -13.3 -15.5 -18.1
Retail confidence indicator IhBE/EC 17.4 1.5 10.6 16.3 23.1 24.4 23.4 -19.9 3.2 -22.4 -6.2 -18.3 -20.3 -21.1
Services confidence indicator IhBE/EC 18.8 11.0 15.6 14.1 23.7 20.8 28.5 -30.0 1.1 -40.3 -46.8 -34.2 -28.8 -26.9
Construction confidence indicator IhBE/EC -14.1 -51.6 -48.8 -50.2 -52.2 -42.1 -31.3 -41.6 -76.3 -76.1 -55.8 -31.7 -40.9 -52.1
Consumer confidence indicator IhBE/EC -26.7 -58.9 -44.0 -19.8 -11.7 -7.1 -10.4 -36.9 -32.6 -33.0 -27.7 -34.7 -35.0 -41.0
Employment expectations index IhBE/EC 106.2 104.0 106.9 110.0 111.0 111.6 113.3 104.9 102.4 94.6 97.6 103.7 105.6 105.3
2.  Industrial confidence indicator
troduction expectations IhBE/EC 22.8 17.0 19.2 23.0 26.7 25.1 29.5 10.5 0.2 -3.7 4.2 15.8 14.6 1.2
hrder books IhBE/EC -11.6 -19.5 -13.2 -11.9 -10.9 -8.4 -9.3 -41.8 -7.4 -28.5 -40.3 -38.8 -44.8 -41.8
Stocks of finished products IhBE/EC 12.1 11.4 6.5 11.5 12.5 11.4 9.8 15.7 9.5 14.1 18.1 16.9 16.3 13.8
turchasing managers index (taI) aARKIT 52.1 50.2 54.1 54.2 54.4 53.8 51.0 49.3 29.5 41.1 49.4 48.6 49.4 50.0
3. Retail confidence indicator

IhBE/EC 26.2 -1.3 11.8 24.1 32.9 37.8 40.5 -23.2 37.4 -5.7 -20.3 -25.0 -26.5 -18.1
IhBE/EC 14.3 5.1 5.2 6.2 4.0 8.8 14.3 28.3 28.6 30.7 11.3 25.9 28.7 30.4
IhBE/EC 40.4 10.8 25.0 31.1 40.3 44.3 44.1 -8.1 0.9 -31.0 13.1 -4.1 -5.6 -14.7

4. Services indicator
Business situation over the past 3m. IhBE/EC 18.2 12.9 17.3 12.6 24.2 19.0 25.5 -45.9 3.4 -47.7 -57.8 -48.6 -44.8 -44.4
Demand over the past 3m. IhBE/EC 17.6 9.7 13.6 10.9 19.8 17.3 31.1 -37.5 15.2 -39.1 -49.8 -41.3 -36.5 -34.7
Expected demand over the next 3m. IhBE/EC 20.7 10.3 15.8 18.7 27.2 25.9 28.8 -6.4 -15.2 -34.1 -32.9 -12.6 -5.1 -1.5
5. Construction confidence indicator 
hrder books IhBE/EC -33.1 -57.1 -62.2 -66.9 -66.3 -57.2 -35.3 -52.4 -76.7 -78.0 -65.8 -46.7 -54.4 -56.2
Employment expectations IhBE/EC 4.9 -46.2 -35.3 -33.5 -38.1 -27.0 -27.3 -30.7 -75.8 -74.2 -45.8 -16.8 -27.4 -48.0
6. Consumer confidence indices
Financial situation over next 12 mnths IhBE/EC -20.8 -55.8 -41.0 -12.3 1.9 -5.4 -28.4 -29.5 -32.8 -29.8 -22.5 -27.3 -26.1 -35.0

IhBE/EC -28.2 -63.3 -42.4 -6.2 13.8 4.8 -37.3 -41.4 -42.0 -43.2 -26.6 -38.2 -37.3 -48.6
Savings over next 12 months IhBE/EC -45.9 -81.8 -73.6 -62.6 -55.8 -59.8 -64.8 -63.7 -63.9 -67.5 -63.1 -65.3 -63.6 -62.3
Unemployment over next 12 months IhBE/EC 43.0 51.3 29.8 6.5 -9.5 5.1 70.6 65.7 72.2 74.7 65.0 63.9 64.4 68.9

Table 6: Business and consumer surveys (balances, seasonally adjusted data)

Gen. econ. sit. over next 12 mnths 

tresent business situation
Volume of stocks
Expected business situation
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